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Abstract
High speed data transmissions over communication channels distort the trans-
mitted signals in both amplitude and phase due to presence of Inter Symbol Inter-
ference (ISI). Other impairments like thermal noise, impulse noise and cross talk
also cause further distortions to the received symbols. Adaptive equalization of
the digital channels at the receiver removes/reduces the effects of such ISIs and
attempts to recover the transmitted symbols. Basically an equalizer is an inverse
filter which is placed at the front end of the receiver. Its transfer function is inverse
to the transfer function of the associated channel.
The Least-Mean-Square (LMS), Recursive-Least-Square (RLS) and Multilayer
perceptron (MLP) based adaptive equalizers aim to minimize the ISI present in
the digital communication channel. These are gradient based learning algorithms
and therefore there is possibility that during training of the equalizers, its weights
do not reach to their optimum values due to the mean square error (MSE) being
trapped to local minimum. In other words true Weiner solution is not achieved
because of gradient based training. The bit-error-rate (BER) performance of the
equalizer further degrades when data transmission takes place through nonlinear
channels.
The standard derivative based algorithms suffer from local minima problem
while obtaining the solution of the weights. To prevent the premature settling of
the weights, evolutionary computing based update algorithm is proposed which is
essentially a derivative free technique. Equalization is basically an iterative process
of minimization of mean square error. Thus equalization can be viewed as opti-
mization problem. The minimization of squared error is achieved iteratively using
GA. Thus GA based approach is an efficient method to achieve adaptive channel
equalization. In the present thesis classes of new adaptive channel equalizers are
proposed using derivative free evolutionary computing tools such as Genetic Algo-
rithm (GA) and Particle swarm optimization (PSO). These algorithms are suitably
used to update the weights of the proposed equalizers. The performance of these
equalizers is evaluated in terms of speed of convergence, computational time and
bit-error-rate (BER) and is compared with its LMS based counter part. It is ob-
served that the new set of adaptive equalizers offer improved performance so far
as the accuracy of reception is concerned. However, in order of increasing training
time the equalizers may be arranged as the adaptive Genetic Algorithm (AGA),
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Real coded Genetic Algorithm (RCGA), Bi-
nary coded Genetic Algorithm (BGA) based equalizer.
However being a population based algorithm, standard Genetic Algorithm
(SGA) suffers from slower convergence rate. To minimize the training time three
different adaptive GAs (AGAs) are proposed in the thesis and their convergence
times have been compared. The thesis also investigates on the new equalizers us-
ing Real coded Genetic Algorithm (RCGA) and Binary coded Genetic Algorithm
(BGA). Their performances are also evaluated.
In the conventional FLANN (Functional Link Artificial Neural Network) [1]
structure the complexity increases due to incorporation of more number of paths
after functional expansions. To reduce the structural complexity some pruning
of structure is essential. Keeping this in mind the GA based pruning strategy is
used in the FLANN identifier. It is observed that about 50% of the total signal
paths can be pruned keeping the performance identical to that of original FLANN
structure.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 BACKGROUND
In the modern day there is a burgeoning growth of digital transmission across
communication networks for voice, video and data traffic. The Internet and mo-
bile telecommunications have recently dominated social and business interaction
across the world. The telephone networks were originally designed for voice com-
munication but, in recent times, the advances in digital communications using
ISDN, data communications with computers, fax, video conferencing etc. have
pushed the use of these facilities far beyond the scope of their original intended
use. Similarly, introduction of digital cellular radio (DCR) and wireless local area
networks (LAN’s) have stretched the limited available radio spectrum capacity to
the limits it can offer. Bandwidth efficiency has become a growing concern with
the rise in data rates within an expanding communication network.
The improvements made in communication technology throughout the last
number of decades have been facilitated by significant hardware and digital signal
processing advances. Computing power has grown with improving silicon technol-
ogy as governed by Moore’s Law. This will enable the implementation of larger
and more complex signal processing algorithms. Consequently, there will come a
time when the computational cost of DSP algorithms is not an issue rather their
effectiveness.In this thesis transmission dispersion issues due to finite bandwidth of
the channel are considered. Finite bandwidth and multiple propagation paths can
degrade the digital transmission resulting in intersymbol interference (ISI) [2].The
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addition of noise during propagation also degrades the quality of the received sig-
nal. The process of reversing the effect of ISI is defined as equalization, which has
been described as the most heavily exploited area for adaptive filtering in digital
communication systems, speed and efficiency for economic bandwidth utilization.
1.2 A REVIEW ON CHANNEL EQUALIZA-
TION
To counter the effect of multipath propagation there are several techniques
available. The most widely used include frequency diversity, space diversity, am-
plitude equalization and channel equalization (amplitude and delay correction) [3].
The first two of these require a bandwidth overhead. But, in general, bandwidth
is costly. These signal diversity techniques were used in analogue radio and have
been easily adapted to digital systems that undergo highly selective interference.
The amplitude equalizers are designed to flatten the received spectrum to cor-
rect the spectral shape. An amplitude equalizer is often used in conjunction with
frequency or space diversity, which can provide sufficient equalization for specific
channels (minimum phase). However, to adequately characterize the effects of
all channel types, (minimum and non-minimum phase), the channel equalizer is
adopted [3].
The channel equalizer reconstructs or estimates the corrupted data sequence
from a set of received symbols. Equalizers have been adopted in telephone and
mobile communication systems to improve the symbol error rates and the linear
FIR filter has been used within equalization, which dates back to the time when
loading coils were used to improve voice transmission in telephone networks [2].
The FIR approach classifies the received class sets to their desired output us-
ing a linear function of the filter inputs. However, this does not always provide
ideal separation of the input data points. It has been shown through Bayesian
analysis that the ideal classification of a non-minimum phase channel should have
non-linear characteristics [4].
2
1.2 A REVIEW ON CHANNEL EQUALIZATION
1.2.1 Non-linear Equalization
Research conducted in the field of channel equalization during 1990s has shown
that there are performance advantages using non-linear classification. Neural net-
work structures have been implemented to achieve this, such as Multi-Layer Per-
ceptron (MLP) [5, 6] and Radial-Basis Function (RBF) networks [7, 8].
The Bayesian equalisation solution can be implemented by an RBF neural net-
work [9], and can be described as a universal approximator [10] . However, the
RBF has a high computation cost. The network structure size can increase ex-
ponentially as the problem difficulty increases [9] . The RBF model uses radial
distribution functions to approximate the symbol centers of each problem class
where the classification boundary between the classes depends upon the interac-
tion of these radial function sets [11] . If an insufficient number of these centers
are given, or are misplaced, the equalisation can be severely affected and poor
initialization is seen to hinder the solution [11] . Work in RBF equalisation is
detailed by Chang et al and Chen et al [12,13].
The MLP can be compared to the FIR filter in that when the MLP is reduced
to its most basic form, a single perceptron with a linear activation function; it is
identical to the FIR filter [11]. As the MLP structure is enlarged, its filtering ca-
pacity becomes increasingly non-linear, which allows for a complexity/performance
trade-off, if so desired. A three layer MLP with sufficient perceptron units is able
to create arbitrary classification of the input vector [14] ; therefore the MLP neural
network can also be described as a universal approximator [15] . Gibson et al first
applied the MLP structure to the channel equalisation problem [16] and studies
into its training have been made by Siu and Sweeney [6, 17].
In 1999, Patra et.al utilized functional link artificial neural networks (FLANN)
[18] to build the nonlinear channel equaliser. The basic principle of FLANN is to
expand the dimensionality of the input signal space by using a set of linearly
independent functions. The expansion can produce fairly complicated decision
boundaries at the output space, so the FLANN is capable of dealing with linear
inseparable problems. As FLANN has a two-layer structure its circuit is generally
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simpler than MLP, and thus faster processing speed can be achieved.
Although FLANN exhibits better performance than the MLP, it still has some
potential drawbacks [19]. Specifically, to further improve the BER performance
one needs to enlarge the dimensionality of its input signal space. This will signif-
icantly increase the number of nodes in the input layer, and thus the circuit may
become too complicated to be practical.
A Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a stochastic training scheme that need not have a
derivation that requires knowledge of the local error gradient [18] , which gradient-
descent training relies on. A GA consists of an evolutional process that raises the
fitness of a population using the Darwinian survival of the fittest criterion [18]. A
GA relies upon the use of a solution population. Each solution within the popula-
tion has to generate a cost value in each training iteration, which is based on the
equalisation error. GAs has proven to be useful in training and search applications
that suffer from stability problems, locating solutions that have previously been
unobtainable [20].
Swarm intelligence (SI) is an artificial intelligence technique based around
the study of collective behavior in decentralized, self-organized, systems. The
expression ”swarm intelligence” was introduced by Beni and Wang in 1989, in
the context of cellular robotic systems. SI systems are typically made up of a
population of simple agents interacting locally with one another and with their
environment. Although there is normally no centralized control structure dictat-
ing how individual agents should behave, local interactions between such agents
often lead to the emergence of global behavior. Examples of systems like this can
be found in nature, including ant colonies, bird flocking, animal herding, bacteria
molding and fish schooling.
Since GA and SI can be viewed as an optimization algorithm and channel
equalization can also be treated as a squared error minimization problem, so these
algorithms can be employed to solve the problem effectively.
4
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1.3 MOTIVATION
Adaptive filtering has proven to be useful in many contexts such as linear
prediction, channel equalization, noise cancellation, and system identification.
For system identification, which is arguably the most general adaptive filtering
paradigm shown in Fig1.1, the adaptive filter attempts to iteratively determine an
optimal model for the unknown system, or ”plant”, based on some function of the
error between the output of the adaptive filter and the output of the plant. The
optimal model or solution is attained when this function of the error is minimized.
The adequacy of the resulting model depends on the structure of the adaptive
filter, the algorithm used to update the adaptive filter parameters, and the char-
acteristics of the input signal.
When the error surface is multimodal, local optimization techniques that work
well for FIR adaptive filters, such as versions of gradient descent (GD) including
the least mean squares (LMS) algorithm and back propagation for neural networks,
are not suitable because they are likely to become trapped in the local minimum
and never converge to the global optimum. Since swarm intelligence and Genetic
algorithm techniques differs from traditional methods and are not fundamentally
limited by restrictive assumptions about the search space, such as assumptions
concerning continuity, existence of derivatives, unimodality, etc, they have great
potential in providing better results than conventional techniques.
Hence the main motivation behind the proposed thesis work is to explore the
use of the evolutionary computing tools such as GA and its variants as well as
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) in adaptive channel equalization of nonlinear
channel and compare its performance with these obtained from standard methods
such that the LMS, RLS and MLP .
1.4 THESIS OUTLINE
The complete outline of the present thesis proceeds as follows:
Chapter 1 gives an introduction to channel equalization and reviews various
learning algorithms such as the Least-Mean-Square (LMS) algorithm, Recursive-
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Figure 1.1: Adaptive System Identification
Least-Square (RLS) algorithm, Back-Propagation (BP) algorithm, Radial-Basis
Function (RBF), Functional Link Artificial Neural Network (FLANN), Genetic Al-
gorithm (GA), and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) used to train the equalizer
parameters. It also includes the motivation behind undertaking the thesis work.
Chapter 2 discusses various channel equalization techniques of different com-
munication channels.It also deals about inter symbol interference (ISI) and linear
and nonlinear adaptive equalizer structures.
Chapter 3 presents an overview of adaptive filter and its structures. It de-
scribes various adaptive filter structures and their applications. Three gradient
based training methods such as the LMS, RLS and Back Propagation (BP) algo-
rithm are also explained in this chapter. The performances of adaptive equalizers
with LMS, RLS and Back propagation training are obtained through simulation
study and are presented and the findings are compared in this chapter.
Chapter 4 provides an introduction to evolutionary computing technique and
discusses in details about standard genetic algorithm (SGA) and its operators.
The drawbacks of gradient based algorithms are also discussed. It also focuses
various GAs such as real coded GA (RCGA) and three forms of Adaptive GA
(AGA).
Chapter 5 provides a comprehensive evaluation of all types of new equalizers
proposed in Chapter-4. The performance of SGA, AGA, and RCGA and the LMS
based equalizers are compared using exhaustive simulations. The performance in-
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cludes CPU time, convergence and bit-error-rates.
Chapter 6 introduces the concept of swarm intelligence and discusses in details
about Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) which is one of the tools of evolution-
ary computing. The performance of the PSO equalizer is obtained and compared
with that of SGA and LMS based equalizer. These results are presented in this
chapter.
The structural complexity of the FLANN structure increases due to incorpo-
ration of more number of paths after functional expansions. But certain signal
path does not contribute to the performance. Hence pruning of the structure is
required without sacrificing the performance. This issue is investigated and solved
in Chapter 7 using Binary coded GA (BGA) algorithm. It is observed that about
50% pruning of the structure is possible.
Chapter 8. deals with the conclusion of the investigation made in the thesis.
This chapter also suggests some future research related to the topic.
1.5 THESIS CONTRIBUTIONS
The major contribution of the thesis is outlined below:
• The MLP based channel equalizers perform better than the LMS based
equalizers and in some cases better than RLS based equalizers in terms
of minimum mean square error and bit-error rate.
• The GA based approach for channel equalization is introduced. The GA
based approach is found to be more efficient than other standard derivative
based learning. In addition the AGA and RCGA based equalizers have been
proposed and shown to have better performance and involve less computa-
tional complexity.
• The PSO is also used for updating the weights of the equalizers during
training. This derivative free training algorithm offers faster convergence
performance and less BER. It also involves less computation.
7
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• Finally the FLANN structure is pruned using GA to obtain reduced identifier
structure without sacrificing the quality. About 50% reduction in structure
is possible.
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Chapter 2
Basic Principles of Channel
Equalization
2.1 INTRODUCTION
In an ideal communication channel, the received information is identical to
that transmitted. However, this is not the case for real communication channels,
where signal distortions take place. A channel can interfere with the transmit-
ted data through three types of distorting effects: power degradation and fades,
multi-path time dispersions and background thermal noise [2] . Equalisation is
the process of recovering the data sequence from the corrupted channel samples.
A typical baseband transmission system is depicted in Fig2.1, where an equalizer
is incorporated within the receiver [21] .
The equalisation approaches investigated in this thesis are applied to a BPSK
(binary phase shift keying) baseband communication system. Each of the trans-
mitted data belongs to a binary and 180 out of phase alphabet {−1,+1}.
Within this chapter channel baseband models are explained. A transversal
equaliser structure is also examined [22]. -
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Figure 2.1: A Baseband Communication System
2.1.1 MULTIPATH PROPAGATION
Within telecommunication channels multiple paths of propagation commonly
occur. In practical terms this is equivalent to transmitting the same signal through
a number of separate channels, each having a different attenuation and delay [2] .
Consider an open-air radio transmission channel that has three propagation paths,
as illustrated in Fig2.2 [23]. These could be direct, earth bound and sky bound.
Fig2.1b describes how a receiver picks up the transmitted data. The direct
signal is received first whilst the earth and sky bound are delayed. All three of
the signals are attenuated with the sky path suffering the most.
Multipath interference between consecutively transmitted signals will take place
if one signal is received whilst the previous signal is still being detected [2]. In
Fig2.1 this would occur if the symbol transmission rate is greater than 1/τ where,
τ represents transmission delay. Because bandwidth efficiency leads to high data
rates, multi-path interference commonly occurs.
Channel models are used to describe the channel distorting effects and are given
as a summation of weighted time delayed channel inputs d(n-i) .
H(z) =
m∑
i=0
d(n− i)z−i = d(n) + d(n− 1)z−1 + d(n− 2)z−2 + ... (2.1)
The transfer function of a multi-path channel is given in (2.1). The model
coefficients d(n-i) describe the strength of each multipath signal.
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Figure 2.2: Impulse Response of a transmitted signal in a channel which has 3
modes of propagation, (a) The signal transmitted paths, (b) The received samples
2.2 MINIMUM AND NONMINIMUM PHASE
CHANNELS
When all the roots of the H(Z) lie within the unit circle, the channel are termed
minimum phase. The inverse of a minimum phase [24] channel is convergent,
illustrated by (2.2) :
H(z) =

1.0 + 0.5z−1 1
H(z)
1
1.0+0.5z(−1)∑∞
i=0(
−1
2
)iz−i
1− 0.5z−1 + 0.25z−2 − 0.125z−3 + ...
(2.2)
where as the inverse of non-minimum phase channels are not convergent, as
shown in (2.3)
H(z) =

0.5 + 1.0z−1 1
H(z)
z
1.0+0.5z
z.[
∑∞
i=0(
−1
2
)iz−i]
z.[1− 0.5z + 0.25z2 − 0.125z3]
(2.3)
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Since equalisers are designed to invert the channel distortion process they will
in effect model the channel inverse. The minimum phase channel has a linear
inverse model therefore a linear equalisation solution exists. However, limiting
the inverse model to m-dimensions will approximate the solution and it has been
shown that non-linear solutions can provide a superior inverse model in the same
dimension [21] .
A linear inverse of a non-minimum phase channel does not exist without incor-
porating time delays. A time delay creates a convergent series for a non-minimum
phase model, where longer delays are necessary to provide a reasonable equaliser.
(2.4) describes a non-minimum phase channel with a single delay inverse and a
four sample delay inverse. The latter of these is the more suitable form for a linear
filter.
H(z) =

0.5 + 1.0z−1z−1 1
H(z)
1
1+0.5z
1− 0.5z + 0.25z2 − 0.125z3 + ...(noncausal)z−4 1
H(z)
z−3 − 0.5z−2 + 0.25z−1 − 0.125z + ...(truncatedandcausal)
(2.4)
The three-tap non-minimum phase channelH(z) = 0.3410+0.8760z−1+0.3410z−2
is used throughout this thesis for simulation purposes. A channel delay, D, is in-
cluded to assist in the classification so that the desired output becomes u(n−D).
2.3 INTERSYMBOL INTERFERENCE
Inter-symbol interference (ISI) has already been described as the overlapping of
the transmitted data [2]. It is difficult to recover the original data from one channel
sample dimension because there is no statistical information about the multipath
propagation. Increasing the dimensionality of the channel output vector helps
characterize the multipath propagation. This has the affect of not only increasing
the number of symbols but also increases the Euclidean distance between the
output classes.
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Figure 2.3: Interaction between two neighboring symbols.
When additive Gaussian noise, η is present within the channel, the input sample
will form Gaussian clusters around the symbol centers. These symbol clusters can
be characterized by a probability density function (pdf) with a noise variance σ2η
, where the noise can cause the symbol clusters to interfere. Once this occurs,
equalisation filtering will become inadequate to classify all of the input samples.
Error control coding schemes can be employed in such cases but these often require
extra bandwidth [25].
2.3.1 SYMBOL OVERLAP
The expected number of errors can be calculated by considering the amount of
symbol interaction, assuming Gaussian noise. Taking any two neighboring sym-
bols, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) can be used to describe the
overlap between the two noise characteristics. The overlap is directly related to
the probability of error between the two symbols and if these two symbols belong
to opposing classes, a class error will occur.
Fig2.3 shows two Gaussian functions that could represent two symbol noise
distributions. The Euclidean distance, L, between symbol canters and the noise
variance, σ2, can be used in the cumulative distribution function of (2.5) to calcu-
late the area of overlap between the two symbol noise distributions and therefore
the probability of error, as in (2.6).
CDF (x) =
∫ ∞
−∞
1√
2Πσ
exp[− x
2
2σ2
]dx (2.5)
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P (e) = 2CDF [
L
2
] (2.6)
Since each channel symbol is equally likely to occur [22], the probability of
unrecoverable errors occurring in the equalisation space can be calculated using the
sum of all the CDF overlap between each opposing class symbol. The probability
of error is more commonly described as the BER. (2.7) describes the BER based
upon the Gaussian noise overlap, where NSP is the number of symbols in the
positive class, Nm is the number of number of symbols in the negative class and
4i , is the distance between the ithpositive symbol and its closest neighboring
symbol in the negative class.
BER(σn) = log[
2
Nsp +Nm
Nsp∑
i=1
CDF (
∆i
2σn
)] (2.7)
2.4 CHANNEL EQUALIZATION
The optimal BER equalisation performance is obtained using a maximum like-
lihood sequence estimator (MLSE) on the entire transmitted data sequence [26] .
A more practical MLSE would operate on smaller data sequences but these can
still be computationally expensive, they also have problems tracking time-varying
channels and can only produce sequences of outputs with a significant time delay.
Another equalisation approach implements a symbol-by-symbol detection proce-
dure and is based upon adaptive filters [2]. The symbol-by-symbol approach to
equalisation applies the channel output samples to a decision classifier that sep-
arates the symbol into their respective classes. Two types of symbol-by-symbol
equalisers are examined in this thesis, the transversal equalizer (TE) and decision
feedback equaliser (DFE). Traditionally these equalisers have been designed using
linear filters, LTE and LDFE, with a simple FIR structure. The ideal equaliser
will model the inverse of the channel model but this does not take into account
the effect of noise within the channel.
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Figure 2.4: Linear Transversal Equalizer
2.4.1 TRANSVERSAL EQUALIZER
The transversal equaliser uses a time-delay vector, Y(n)(2.8), of channel output
samples to determine the symbol class. The {m} TE notation used to represent
the transversal equaliser specifies m inputs. The equaliser filter output will be clas-
sified through a threshold activation device (Fig2.4) so that the equaliser decision
will belong to one of the BPSK states u(n) ∈ {−1,+1} .
Y (n) = [y(n), y(n− 1), ..., y(n− (m− 1))] (2.8)
Considering the inverse of the channel H(z) = 1.0 + 0.5z−1 that was given
in (2.3), this is an infinitely long convergent linear series: 1
H(z)
=
∑m
i=1(−1/2)iz−i
. Each coefficient of this inverse model can be used in a linear equaliser as a FIR
tap-weight. Each tap-dimension will improve the accuracy; however, high input
dimensions leave the equaliser susceptible to noisy samples. If a noisy sample is
received, this will remain within the filter affecting the output from each equaliser
tap. Rather than designing a linear equaliser, a non-linear filter can be used
to provide the desired performance that has a shorter input dimension; this will
reduce the sensitivity to noise.
2.4.2 Decision Feedback Equalizer
A basic structure of the decision feedback equalizer (DFE) is shown in Fig2.5.
The DFE consists of a transversal feed forward and feedback filter. In the case
when the communication channel causes severe ISI distortion, the LTE could not
be provide satisfactory performance. Instead, a DFE is required. The DFE uses
past corrected samples, w(n), from a decision device to the feedback filter and
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Figure 2.5: Decision Feedback Equalizer
combines with the feed forward filter. In effect, the function of the feedback filter
is to subtract the ISI produced by previously detected symbols from the estimates
of future samples . Consider that the DFE is updated with a recursive algorithm;
the feed forward filter weights and feedback filter weights can be jointly adapted
by the LMS algorithm on a common error signal eˆ(n) as shown in (2.9).
W (n+ 1) = W (n) + µeˆ(n)V (n) (2.9)
where eˆ(n) = u(n)− y(n) and V (n) = [x(n), x(n− 1), ..., x(n− k1− 1), u(n−
k2− l), ...u(n)]T . The feed forward and feedback filter weight vectors are written
in a joint vector as W (n) = [w0(n), w1(n), ..., wk1+k2−1(n)]T . k1 and k2 represent
the feed forward and feedback filter tap lengths respectively. Suppose that the
decision device causes an error in estimating the symbol u(n). This error can
propagate into subsequent symbols until the future input samples compensate for
the error. This is called the error propagation which will cause a burst of errors
. The detrimental potential of error propagation is the most serious drawback
for decision feedback equalization. Traditionally, the DFE is described as being a
non-linear equalizer because the decision device is non-linear. However, the DFE
structure is still a linear combiner and the adaptation loop is also linear. It has
therefore been described as a linear equalizer structure .
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2.4.3 NON-LINEAR EQUALISER STRUCTURES
Recently there has been interest into the application of non-linear architectures
to the equalization problem, with the aim of enhancing the noise performance as
well as the channel non-linearity. Both LTF and DFE architectures can benefit
from the implementation of these structures, by showing an enhanced Bit Error
Rate (BER) performance when compared to conventional linear architectures .
Three particular types of non-linearity have been investigated, the Gaussian ra-
dial basis function (RBF), the feed forward multilayer perceptron (FFMLP), and
the Volterra Kernel.
The Gaussian RBF equalizer has been suggested as a solution to the fast fad-
ing time varying mobile telecommunications systems , where its adaptation to
the non-stationary channel model has been shown to surpass the performance of
a more conventional maximum likelihood sequence estimator MLSE. The RBF
model also is surprisingly parsimonious when compared to the MLSE. However,
as the dimensionality of the input increases, the number of indicated kernels also
increases. If the kernel centers are not identified with a high degree of accuracy
the system can be over specified.
The Volterra kernel (third order) has also been utilized in satellite communi-
cation channels, and as such it can be trained utilizing a least squares training
algorithm. However like the RBF kernel the Volterra series suffers from the curse
of dimensionality caused by the proliferation of the cross coefficients. This prob-
lem can be alleviated by a careful choice of the desired polynomial , which will
result in the polynomial structure being both parsimonious and trainable using
the Support Vector (SV) approach. The FFMLP was the first multilayer neural
network structure to be implemented after a method of training was discovered .
Work by Siu (1990) has shown the feasibility of using these non-linear structures
to equalize time delayed non-minimum phase channels; however, as it seems with
all non-linear architectures, training difficulties tend to limit their effectiveness.
It has been shown that the non-linear boundaries could be close to the optimal
maximum a posteriori (MAP) boundary, which is formed by utilizing a Gaussian
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RBF network with centers at all of the possible signal centers . It is possible to
train a FFMLP with fewer processing units than that generated by the MAP cri-
terion, and thus have a more parsimonious structure. There has, however, been a
tendency to train to linear solutions that do not truly reflect the non-linear nature
of the decision surface. The primary reason for this was that the gradient descent
training schemes employed tend to cause premature convergence to local minima,
as well as algorithmic instability, due primarily to the topology of the error sur-
face. It has been shown that gradient descent can fail even when the FFMLP
structure itself is sufficient to deal with the problem.
This chapter discussed the background of channel equalization and highlights
some of the most common equalizer structures, the LTF and the DFE. Both the
linear and non-linear methods have been discussed with the aim of highlighting
the necessity of the non-linear architecture, even though we have used a linear
equalizer as the test problem.
2.5 SUMMARY
This chapter explains the needs and different methods of channel equalization.
The natures of minimum and non-minimum phase channels are described. It is
seen that the equalizer dimension is large for non-minimum channels. Various
interferences in communication channels are addressed. Multipath interference is
explained briefly. A transversal equalizer and decision feed back equalizer is briefly
explained. Finally the nonlinear equalizer structures are explained briefly.
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Chapter 3
Comparison of Channel
Equalization Performance using
Different Adaptive Algorithms
Introduction
An adaptive filter is a computational device that attempts to model the relation-
ship between two signals in real time in an iterative manner. Adaptive filters are
often realized either as a set of program instructions running on an arithmetical
processing device such as a microprocessor or DSP chip, or as a set of logic opera-
tions implemented in a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) or in a semi-custom
or custom VLSI integrated circuit. However, ignoring any errors introduced by
numerical precision effects in these implementations, the fundamental operation
of an adaptive filter can be characterized independently of the specific physical
realization that it takes. For this reason, we shall focus on the mathematical forms
of adaptive filters as opposed to their specific realizations in software or hardware.
An adaptive filter is defined by four aspects:
1. the signals being processed by the filter
2. the structure that defines how the output signal of the filter is computed
from its input signal
3. the parameters within this structure that can be iteratively changed to alter
the filter’s input-output relationship
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4. the adaptive algorithm that describes how the parameters are adjusted from
one time instant to the next.
By choosing a particular adaptive filter structure, one specifies the number and
type of parameters that can be adjusted. The adaptive algorithm used to update
the parameter values of the system can take on a myriad of forms and is often
derived as a form of optimization procedure that minimizes an error criterion that
is useful for the task at hand.
In this section, we present the general adaptive filtering problem and introduce
the mathematical notation for representing the form and operation of the adaptive
filter. We then discuss several different structures that have been proven to be
useful in practical applications. We provide an overview of the many and varied
applications in which adaptive filters have been successfully used. We give a simple
derivation of the least-mean-square (LMS) algorithm[27,28], which is perhaps the
most popular method for adjusting the coefficients of an adaptive filter, and we
discuss some of this algorithm’s properties and shortcomings. Finally, we discuss
new algorithms and techniques which can be applied in place of conventional
methods.
As for the mathematical notation used throughout this section, all quantities
are assumed to be real-valued. Scalar and vector quantities shall be indicated by
lowercase (e.g., x) and uppercase-bold (e.g., X) letters, respectively. We represent
scalar and vector sequences or signals as x(n) and X(n), respectively, where n
denotes the discrete time or discrete spatial index, depending on the application.
Matrices and indices of vector and matrix elements shall be understood through
the context of the discussion.
3.1 THE ADAPTIVE FILTERING PROBLEM
Figure 3.1 shows a block diagram in which a sample from a digital input signal
x(n) is fed into a device, called an adaptive filter, that computes a corresponding
output signal sample y(n) at time n. For the moment, the structure of the adaptive
filter is not important, except for the fact that it contains adjustable parameters
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whose values affect how y(n) is computed. The output signal is compared to
a second signal d(n), called the desired response signal, by subtracting the two
samples at time n. This difference signal, given by
e(n) = d(n)− y(n) (3.1)
is known as the error signal. The error signal is fed into a procedure which alters
or adapts the parameters of the filter from time n to time (n + 1) in a well-defined
manner. This process of adaptation is represented by the oblique arrow that
pierces the adaptive filter block in the figure. As the time index n is incremented,
it is hoped that the output of the adaptive filter becomes a better and better
match to the desired response signal through this adaptation process, such that
the magnitude of e(n) decreases over time. In this context, what is meant by
”better” is specified by the form of the adaptive algorithm used to adjust the
parameters of the adaptive filter.
In the adaptive filtering task, adaptation refers to the method by which the
parameters of the system are changed from time index n to time index (n + 1). The
number and types of parameters within this system depend on the computational
structure chosen for the system. We now discuss different filter structures that
have been proven useful for adaptive filtering tasks.
3.2 FILTER STRUCTURES
In general, any system with a finite number of parameters that affect how y(n) is
computed from x(n) could be used for the adaptive filter in Fig.3.1. Define the
parameter or coefficient vector W(n)
W (n) = [w0(n) w1(n)... wL−1(n)]T (3.2)
where {wi(n)}, 0 < i < L − 1 are the L parameters of the system at time n.
With this definition, we could define a general input-output relationship for the
adaptive filter as
y(n) = f(W (n), y(n−1), y(n−2), ...y(n−N), x(n), x(n−l), ...x(n−M+l)) (3.3)
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Figure 3.1: Adaptive Filtering Algorithm
where f ( ) represents any well-defined linear or nonlinear function and M and
N are positive integers. Implicit in this definition is the fact that the filter is
causal, such that future values of are not needed to be computed. While non-
causal filters can be handled in practice by suitably buffering or storing the input
signal samples, we do not consider this possibility.
Although (3.3) is the most general description of an adaptive filter structure,
we are interested in determining the best linear relationship between the input and
desired response signals for many problems. This relationship typically takes the
form of a finite-impulse-response (FIR) or infinite-impulse-response (IIR) filter.
Fig3.2 shows the structure of a direct-form FIR filter, also known as a tapped-
delay-line or transversal filter, where z−1 denotes the unit delay element and each
wi(n) is a multiplicative gain within the system. In this case, the parameters in
W(n) correspond to the impulse response values of the filter at time n. We can
write the output signal y(n) as
y(n) =
L−1∑
i=0
wi(n)x(n− i) (3.4)
= W T (n)X(n) (3.5)
where X(n) = [x(n), x(n − 1)...x(n − L + l)]T denotes the input signal vector
and T denotes vector transpose. Note that this system requires L multiplies and L
- 1 adds to implement and these computations are easily performed by a processor
or circuit so long as L is not too large and the sampling period for the signals is
not too short. It also requires a total of 2L memory locations to store the L input
signal samples and the L coefficient values, respectively.
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Figure 3.2: Structure of an FIR filter
Figure 3.3: Structure of an IIR filter.
The structure of a direct-form IIR filter is shown in Fig. 3.3. In this case, the
output of the system can be mathematically represented as
y(n) =
N∑
i=1
ai(n)y(n− i) +
N∑
j=0
bj(n)x(n− j) (3.6)
Thus, for purposes of computing the output signal y(n), the IIR structure
involves a fixed number of multiplies, adds, and memory locations not unlike the
direct-form FIR structure. A third structure that has proven useful for adaptive
filtering tasks is the lattice filter. A lattice filter is an FIR structure that employs L
- 1 stages of preprocessing to compute a set of auxiliary signals bi(n), 0 < i < L−1
known as backward prediction errors. These signals have the special property that
they are uncorrelated, and they represent the elements of X(n) through a linear
transformation. Thus, the backward prediction errors can be used in place of the
delayed input signals in a structure similar to that in Fig.3.2 , and the uncorrelated
nature of the prediction errors can provide improved convergence performance of
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the adaptive filter coefficients with the proper choice of algorithm. Details of the
lattice structure and its capabilities are discussed in [29].
A critical issue in the choice of an adaptive filter’s structure is its computational
complexity. Since the operation of the adaptive filter typically occurs in real time,
all of the calculations for the system must occur during one sample time. The
structures described above are all useful because y(n) can be computed in a finite
amount of time using simple arithmetical operations and finite amounts of memory.
3.3 THE TASK OF AN ADAPTIVE FILTER
When considering the adaptive filter problem as illustrated in Fig.3.1 for the
first time, a reader is likely to ask, ”If we already have the desired response signal,
what is the point of trying to match it using an adaptive filter?” In fact, the
concept of ”matching” y(n) to d(n) with some system obscures the subtlety of
the adaptive filtering task. Consider the following issues that pertain to many
adaptive filtering problems:
• In practice, the quantity of interest is not always d(n). Our desire
may be to represent in y(n) a certain component of d(n) that is contained in
x(n), or it may be to isolate a component of d(n) within the error e(n) that
is not contained in x(n). Alternatively, we may be solely interested in the
values of the parameters in W(n) and have no concern about x(n), y(n), or
d(n) themselves. Practical examples of each of these scenarios are provided
later in this chapter.
• There are situations in which d(n) is not available at all times.
In such situations, adaptation typically occurs only when d(n) is available.
When d(n) is unavailable, we typically use our most-recent parameter es-
timates to compute y (n) in an attempt to estimate the desired response
signal d(n).
• There are real-world situations in which d(n) is never available.
In such cases, one can use additional information about the characteristics of
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a ”hypothetical” d(n), such as its predicted statistical behavior or amplitude
characteristics, to form suitable estimates of d(n) from the signals available
to the adaptive filter. Such methods are collectively called blind adaptation
algorithms. The fact that such schemes even work is a tribute both to
the ingenuity of the developers of the algorithms and to the technological
maturity of the adaptive filtering field.
It should also be recognized that the relationship between x(n) and d(n) can
vary with time. In such situations, the adaptive filter attempts to alter its pa-
rameter values to follow the changes in this relationship as ”encoded” by the two
sequences x(n) and d(n). This behavior is commonly referred to as tracking.
3.4 APPLICATIONS OF ADAPTIVE FILTERS
Perhaps the most important driving forces behind the developments in adaptive
filters throughout their history have been the wide range of applications in which
such systems can be used. We now discuss the forms of these applications in terms
of more-general problem classes that describe the assumed relationship between
d(n) and x(n). Our discussion illustrates the key issues in selecting an adaptive
filter for a particular task.
3.4.1 DIRECT MODELLING (SYSTEM IDENTIFICA-
TION)
Consider Fig. 3.4, which shows the general problem of system identification. In
this diagram, the system enclosed by dashed lines is a ”black box,” meaning that
the quantities inside are not observable from the outside. Inside this box is
1. an unknown system which represents a general input-output relationship
and
2. the signal ηi(n), called the observation noise signal because it corrupts the
observations of the signal at the output of the unknown system.
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Figure 3.4: System Identification.
Let d(n) represent the output of the unknown system with x(n) as its input.
Then, the desired response signal in this model is
d(n) = dˆ(n) + η(n) (3.7)
Here, the task of the adaptive filter is to accurately represent the signal d(n)
at its output. If y(n) = d (n), then the adaptive filter has accurately modeled or
identified the portion of the unknown system that is driven by x(n).
Since the model typically chosen for the adaptive filter is a linear filter, the
practical goal of the adaptive filter is to determine the best linear model that
describes the input-output relationship of the unknown system. Such a procedure
makes the most sense when the unknown system is also a linear model of the same
structure as the adaptive filter, as it is possible that y(n) = d(n) for some set of
adaptive filter parameters. For ease of discussion, let the unknown system and
the adaptive filter both be FIR filters, such that
d(n) = W TOPT (n)X(n) + η(n) (3.8)
where WOPT (n) is an optimum set of filter coefficients for the unknown system
at time n. In this problem formulation, the ideal adaptation procedure would
adjust W(n) such that W (n) = WOPT (n) as n −→ ∞ . In practice, the adap-
tive filter can only adjust W(n) such that y(n) closely approximates d(n) over
time. The system identification task is at the heart of numerous adaptive filtering
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applications. We list several of these applications here [30].
• Channel Identification [31]
• Plant Identification [32]
• Echo Cancellation for Long-Distance Transmission [33]
• Acoustic Echo Cancellation [34]
• Adaptive Noise Cancelling [35]
3.4.2 INVERSE MODELLING
We now consider the general problem of inverse modelling, as shown in Fig.3.5
In this diagram, a source signals s(n) is fed into an unknown system that produces
the input signal x(n) for the adaptive filter. The output of the adaptive filter is
subtracted from a desired response signal that is a delayed version of the source
signal, such that
d(n) = s(n−4) (3.9)
where 4 is a positive integer value. The goal of the adaptive filter is to adjust
its characteristics such that the output signal is an accurate representation of the
delayed source signal.
3.4.3 CHANNEL EQUALIZATION
Channel equalization is an alternative to the technique of channel identifica-
tion described previously for the decoding of transmitted signals across non-ideal
communication channels. In both cases, the transmitter sends a sequence s(n)
that is known to both the transmitter and receiver. However, in equalization, the
received signal is used as the input signal x(n) to an adaptive filter, which adjusts
its characteristics so that its output closely matches a delayed version s(n−4) of
the known transmitted signal. After a suitable adaptation period, the coefficients
of the system either are fixed and used to decode future transmitted messages or
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Figure 3.5: Inverse Modelling
are adapted using a crude estimate of the desired response signal that is computed
from y(n). This latter mode of operation is known as decision-directed adaptation.
Channel equalization was one of the first applications of adaptive filters and
is described in the pioneering work of Lucky [36]. Today, it remains as one of
the most popular uses of an adaptive filter. Practically every computer telephone
modem transmitting at rates of 9600 baud (bits per second) or greater contains an
adaptive equalizer. Adaptive equalization is also useful for wireless communica-
tion systems. Qureshi [2] provides a tutorial on adaptive equalization. A related
problem to equalization is deconvolution, a problem that appears in the context
of geophysical exploration [37].
3.5 GRADIENT-BASED ADAPTIVE
ALGORITHMS
An adaptive algorithm is a procedure for adjusting the parameters of an adap-
tive filter to minimize a cost function chosen for the task at hand. In this section,
we describe the general form of many adaptive FIR filtering algorithms and present
a simple derivation of the LMS adaptive algorithm. In our discussion, we only con-
sider an adaptive FIR filter structure, such that the output signal y(n) is given by
(2.8). Such systems are currently more popular than adaptive IIR filters because
1. the input-output stability of the FIR filter structure is guaranteed for any
set of fixed coefficients, and
2. the algorithms for adjusting the coefficients of FIR filters are simpler in
general than those for adjusting the coefficients of IIR filters.
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3.5.1 GENERAL FORM OF ADAPTIVE FIR
ALGORITHMS
The general form of an adaptive FIR filtering algorithm is
W (n+ 1) = W (n) + µ(n)G(e(n), X(n), φ(n)) (3.10)
where G(-) is a particular vector-valued nonlinear function, µ(n) is a step size
parameter, e(n) and X(n) are the error signal and input signal vector, respectively,
and Φ(n) is a vector of states that store pertinent information about the charac-
teristics of the input and error signals and/or the coefficients at previous time
instants. In the simplest algorithms, Φ(n) is not used, and the only information
needed to adjust the coefficients at time n are the error signal, input signal vector,
and step size.
The step size is so called because it determines the magnitude of the change
or ”step” that is taken by the algorithm in iteratively determining a useful coeffi-
cient vector. Much research effort has been spent characterizing the role that µ(n)
plays in the performance of adaptive filters in terms of the statistical or frequency
characteristics of the input and desired response signals. Often, success or failure
of an adaptive filtering application depends on how the value of µ(n) is chosen or
calculated to obtain the best performance from the adaptive filter.
3.5.2 THEMEAN-SQUARED ERROR COST FUNCTION
The form of G(-) in (3.9) depends on the cost function chosen for the given adaptive
filtering task. We now consider one particular cost function that yields a popular
adaptive algorithm. Define the mean-squared error (MSE) cost function as
JMSE(n) =
1
2
∫ ∞
−∞
e2(n)Pn(e(n))de(n) (3.11)
=
1
2
Ee2(n) (3.12)
where pn(e) represents the probability density function of the error at time n
and E- is shorthand for the expectation integral on the right-hand side of (3.12).
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The MSE cost function is useful for adaptive FIR filters because
• JMSE(N) has a well-defined minimum with respect to the parameters in
W(n)
• the coefficient values obtained at this minimum are the ones that minimize
the power in the error signal e(n), indicating that y(n) has approached d(n);
and
• JMSE is a smooth function of each of the parameters in W(n), such that it
is differentiable with respect to each of the parameters in W(n).
The third point is important in that it enables us to determine both the
optimum coefficient values given knowledge of the statistics of d(n) and x(w) as
well as a simple iterative procedure for adjusting the parameters of an FIR filter.
3.5.3 THE WIENER SOLUTION
For the FIR filter structure, the coefficient values inW(n) that minimize JMSE(n)
are well-defined if the statistics of the input and desired response signals are known.
The formulation of this problem for continuous-time signals and the resulting so-
lution was first derived by Wiener [38]. Hence, this optimum coefficient vector
WMSE(n) is often called the Wiener solution to the adaptive filtering problem.
The extension of Wiener’s analysis to the discrete-time case is attributed to Levin-
son [39]. To determine WMSE(N) we note that the function JMSE(N) in (3.12) is
quadratic in the parameters {wi(n)}, and the function is also differentiable. Thus,
we can use a result from optimization theory that states that the derivatives of a
smooth cost function with respect to each of the parameters is zero at a minimiz-
ing point on the cost function error surface. Thus, WMSE(n) can be found from
the solution to the system of equations
δJMSE(n)
δwi(n)
= 0, 0 ≤ (i) ≤ (L) (3.13)
Taking derivatives of JMSE(N) in (3.12) and noting that e(n) and y(n) are
given by (3.1) and (3.5), respectively, we obtain
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δJMSE(n)
δwi(n)
= E[e(n)
δ(e(n))
δwi(n)
] (3.14)
= −E[e(n) δy(n)
δwi(n)
] (3.15)
= −E[e(n)x(n− i)] (3.16)
= −(E[d(n)x(n− i)]−
L−1∑
j=0
E[x(n− i)x(n− j)wj(n)]
(3.17)
where we have used the definitions of e(n) and of y(n) for the FIR filter struc-
ture in (3.1) and (3.5), respectively, to expand the last result in (3.17). By defining
the matrix RXX(n) and vector Pdx(n) as
RXX = E[X(n)X
T (n)]
and
Pdx(n) = E[d(n).X(n)]
(3.18)
respectively, we can combine (3.13) and (3.17) to obtain the system of equations
in vector form as
RXX(n)WMSE(n)− Pdx(n) = 0 (3.19)
where 0 is the zero vector. Thus, so long as the matrix RXX(n) is invertible, the
optimum Wiener solution vector for this problem is
WMSE(n) = R
−1
XX(n)Pdx(n) (3.20)
3.5.4 THE METHOD OF STEEPEST DESCENT
The method of steepest descent is a celebrated optimization procedure for min-
imizing the value of a cost function J(n) with respect to a set of adjustable pa-
rameters W(n). This procedure adjusts each parameter of the system according
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to
wi(n+ 1) = wi(n)− µ(n) δJ(n)
δ(wi(n))
(3.21)
In other words, the ith parameter of the system is altered according to the deriva-
tive of the cost function with respect to the ith parameter. Collecting these equa-
tions in vector form, we have
W (n+ 1) = W (n)− µ(n) δJ(n)
δW (n)
(3.22)
where δJ(n)
δW (n)
is a vector of derivatives dJ(n)
dWi(n)
.
For an FIR adaptive filter that minimizes the MSE cost function, we can use
the result in (3.17) to explicitly give the form of the steepest descent procedure
in this problem. Substituting these results into (3.21) yields the update equation
for W(n) as
W (n+ 1) = W (n) + µ(n)(Pdx(n)−RXX(n)W (n)) (3.23)
However, this steepest descent procedure depends on the statistical quantities
E{d(n)x(n − i)} and E{x(n − i)x(n − j)} contained in Pdx(n) and Rxx(n), re-
spectively. In practice, we only have measurements of both d(n) and x(n) to be
used within the adaptation procedure. While suitable estimates of the statistical
quantities needed for (3.23) could be determined from the signals x(n) and d(n),
we instead develop an approximate version of the method of steepest descent that
depends on the signal values themselves. This procedure is known as the LMS
algorithm.
3.6 THE LMS ALGORITHM
The cost function J(n) chosen for the steepest descent algorithm of (3.21) de-
termines the coefficient solution obtained by the adaptive filter. If the MSE cost
function in (3.12) is chosen, the resulting algorithm depends on the statistics of
x(n) and d(n) because of the expectation operation that defines this cost function.
Since we typically only have measurements of d(n) and of x(n) available to us, we
substitute an alternative cost function that depends only on these measurements.
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One such cost function is the least-squares cost function given by
JLS(n) =
n∑
k=0
α(k)(d(k)−W T (n)X(k))2 (3.24)
where a(n) is a suitable weighting sequence for the terms within the summation.
This cost function, however, is complicated by the fact that it requires numerous
computations to calculate its value as well as its derivatives with respect to each
W(n), although efficient recursive methods for its minimization can be developed.
Alternatively, we can propose the simplified cost function JLMS(N) given by
JLSM(n) =
1
2
e2(n) (3.25)
This cost function can be thought of as an instantaneous estimate of the MSE
cost function, as JMSE(n) = EJLMS(n). Although it might not appear to be
useful, the resulting algorithm obtained when JLMS(N) is used for J(n) in (3.21)
is extremely useful for practical applications. Taking derivatives of JLMS(n) with
respect to the elements of W(n) and substituting the result into (3.21), we obtain
the LMS adaptive algorithm given by
W (n+ 1) = W (n) + µ(n)e(n)X(n) (3.26)
Note that this algorithm is of the general form in (3.10). It also requires only
multiplications and additions to implement. In fact, the number and type of
operations needed for the LMS algorithm is nearly the same as that of the FIR
filter structure with fixed coefficient values, which is one of the reasons for the
algorithm’s popularity.
The behavior of the LMS algorithm has been widely studied, and numerous
results concerning its adaptation characteristics under different situations have
been developed. For now, we indicate its useful behavior by noting that the
solution obtained by the LMS algorithm near its convergent point is related to the
Wiener solution. In fact, analyses of the LMS algorithm under certain statistical
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assumptions about the input and desired response signals show that
lim
n→∞
E[W (n)] = WMSE (3.27)
when the Wiener solution WMSE(n) is a fixed vector. Moreover, the average
behavior of the LMS algorithm is quite similar to that of the steepest descent al-
gorithm in (3.23) that depends explicitly on the statistics of the input and desired
response signals. In effect, the iterative nature of the LMS coefficient updates is
a form of time-averaging that smoothes the errors in the instantaneous gradient
calculations to obtain a more reasonable estimate of the true gradient.
The problem is that gradient descent is a local optimization technique, which
is limited because it is unable to converge to the global optimum on a multimodal
error surface if the algorithm is not initialized in the basin of attraction of the
global optimum.
Several modifications exist for gradient based algorithms in attempt to enable
them to overcome local optima. One approach is to simply add noise or a mo-
mentum term [30] to the gradient computation of the gradient descent algorithm
to enable it to be more likely to escape from a local minimum. This approach is
only likely to be successful when the error surface is relatively smooth with mi-
nor local minima, or some information can be inferred about the topology of the
surface such that the additional gradient parameters can be assigned accordingly.
Other approaches attempt to transform the error surface to eliminate or dimin-
ish the presence of local minima [40], which would ideally result in a unimodal
error surface. The problem with these approaches is that the resulting minimum
transformed error used to update the adaptive filter can be biased from the true
minimum output error and the algorithm may not be able to converge to the de-
sired minimum error condition. These algorithms also tend to be complex, slow
to converge, and may not be guaranteed to emerge from a local minimum. Some
work has been done with regard to removing the bias of equation error LMS [40,41]
and Steiglitz-McBride [42] adaptive IIR filters, which add further complexity with
varying degrees of success.
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Another approach [43] , attempts to locate the global optimum by running sev-
eral LMS algorithms in parallel, initialized with different initial coefficients. The
notion is that a larger, concurrent sampling of the error surface will increase the
likelihood that one process will be initialized in the global optimum valley. This
technique does have potential, but it is inefficient and may still suffer the fate of a
standard gradient technique in that it will be unable to locate the global optimum
if none of the initial estimates is located in the basin of attraction of the global
optimum. By using a similar congregational scheme, but one in which information
is collectively exchanged between estimates and intelligent randomization is intro-
duced, structured stochastic algorithms are able to hill-climb out of local minima.
This enables the algorithms to achieve better, more consistent results using a fewer
number of total estimates. These types of algorithms provide the framework for
the algorithms discussed in the following sections.
3.7 THE RLS ALGORITHM
The RLS (recursive least squares) algorithm is another algorithm for determin-
ing the coefficients of an adaptive filter. In contrast to the LMS algorithm, the
RLS algorithm uses information from all past input samples (and not only from
the current tap-input samples) to estimate the (inverse of the) autocorrelation
matrix of the input vector. To decrease the influence of input samples from the
far past, a weighting factor for the influence of each sample is used. This weighting
factor is introduced in the cost function
J [n] =
n∑
i=1
ρn−i|e[i, n]|2 (3.28)
where the error signal ei[i, n] is computed for all times 1≤ i ≤ n using the
current filter coefficients c[n] :e[i, n]= d[i]− cT [n]x[i], where x[i] and cT represents
input signal and transpose of the channel coefficient vector respectively.
When ρ =1, the squared error for all sample times i up to current time n is
considered in the cost function J equally. If 0 < ρ < 1 the influence of past error
values decays exponentially: method of exponentially weighted least squares. is
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called the forgetting factor.
Analogous to the derivation of the LMS algorithm we find the gradient of the
cost function with respect to the current weights
∆cJ [n] =
n∑
i=1
ρn−i(−2E(d[i]x[i]) + 2E(x[i]xT [i])c[n])) (3.29)
where xT represents the transpose of the input signal vector.We now, how-
ever, do trust in the ability to estimate the expected values E(dx)= p and E(x, x
T )=R
with sufficient accuracy using all past samples, and do not use a gradient descent
method, but immediately search for the minimum of the cost function by setting
its gradient to zero ∇cJ [n] = 0. The resulting equation for the optimum filter
coefficients at time n is
φ(n)c[n] = z[n]
c[n] = φ−1[n]z[n]
(3.30)
with φ[n] =
∑n
i=1 ρ
n−ix[i]xT [i] , and z[n]=
∑n
i=1 ρ
n−id∗xT [i] Both φ[n] and z[n]
can be computed recursively:
φ[n] = ρφ[n− 1] + x[n]xT [n] (3.31)
and
z[n] = ρz[n− 1] + d†[n]x[n] (3.32)
To find c[n] the coefficient vector we, however, need the inverse matrix φ−1[n].
Using a matrix inversion lemma [44] a recursive update equation for P[n]=φ−1[n]
is found as:
P [n] = ρ−1P [n− 1] + ρ−1k[n]x[n]
with
k[n] =
ρ−1P [n− 1]x[n]
1 + ρ−1xT [n]P [n− 1]x[n]
(3.33)
Finally, the weights update equation is
c[n] = c[n− 1] + k[n](d†[n]− xT [n]c[n− 1]) (3.34)
The equations to solve in the RLS algorithm at each time step are (3.33) and (3.34).
The RLS algorithm is computationally more complex than the LMS algorithm.
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Note, however, that due the recursive updating the inversion of matrix φ[n] is not
necessary (which would be a considerably higher computational load). The RLS
algorithm typically shows a faster convergence compared to the LMS algorithm.
3.8 ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK (ANN)
Artificial neural network (ANN) takes their name from the network of nerve
cells in the brain. Recently, ANN has been found to be an important technique for
classification and optimization problem [45,46] . McCulloch and Pitts have devel-
oped the neural networks for different computing machines. There are extensive
applications of ANN in the field of channel equalization, estimation of parameters
of nonlinear systems , pattern recognition , etc. ANN is capable of performing
nonlinear mapping between the input and output space due to its large parallel
interconnection between different layers and the nonlinear processing characteris-
tics. An artificial neuron basically consists of a computing element that performs
the weighted sum of the input signal and the connecting weight. The sum is added
with the bias or threshold and the resultant signal is then passed through a non-
linear function of sigmoid or hyperbolic tangent type. Each neuron is associated
with three parameters whose learning can be adjusted; these are the connecting
weights, the bias and the slope of the nonlinear function. For the structural point
of view a NN may be single layer or it may be multilayer. In multilayer structure,
there is one or many artificial neurons in each layer and for a practical case there
may be a number of layers. Each neuron of the one layer is connected to each and
every neuron of the next layer. The Functional link ANN is another type of single
layer NN. In this type of network the input data is allowed to pass through a
functional expansion block where the input data are nonlinearly mapped to more
number of points. This is achieved by using trigonometric functions, tensor prod-
ucts or power terms of the input. The output of the functional expansion is then
passed through a single neuron.
The learning of the NN may be supervised in the presence of the desired signal
or it may be unsupervised when the desired signal is not accessible. Rumelhart
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Figure 3.6: Structure of a Single Neuron
developed the Back propagation algorithm, which is central to much work on su-
pervised learning in multilayer NN. A feed forward structure with input, output,
hidden layers and nonlinear sigmoid functions are used in this type of network. In
recent years many different types of learning algorithm using the incremental back
propagation algorithm , evolutionary learning using the nearest neighbor MLP and
a fast learning algorithm based on the layer-by-layer optimization procedure are
suggested in literature. In case of unsupervised learning the input vectors are
classified into different clusters such that elements of a cluster are similar to each
other in some sense. The method is called competitive learning , because dur-
ing learning sets of hidden units compete with each other to become active and
perform the weight change. The winning unit increases its weights on those links
with high input values and decreases them on those with low input values. This
process allows the winning unit to be selective to some input values. Different
types of NNs and their learning algorithms are discussed below.
3.8.1 SINGLE NEURON STRUCTURE
The basic structure of an artificial neuron is presented in Fig. 3.6. The op-
eration in a neuron involves the computation of the weighted sum of inputs and
threshold. The resultant signal is then passed through a nonlinear activation func-
tion. This is also called as a perceptron, which is built around a nonlinear neuron;
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Figure 3.7: Different Types of Non-Linear Activation Function
whereas the LMS algorithm described in the preceding sections is built around a
linear neuron. The output of the neuron may be represented as,
y(n) =φ
[ N∑
j=1
wj(n)xj(n) + α(n)
]
(3.35)
where α(n) is the threshold to the neurons at the first layer, wj(n) is the weight
associated with the jth input, N is the no. of inputs to the neuron and φ(.) is the
nonlinear activation function. Different types of nonlinear function are shown in
Fig.(3.7)1. Signum Function: For this type of activation function, we have
φ(v) =

1, if v > 0
0, if v = 0
−1, if v < 0
(3.36)
Threshold Function: This function is represented as,
φ(v) =
1, if v ≥ 00, if v < 0 (3.37)
Sigmoid Function: This function is s-shaped, is the most common form
of the activation function used in artificial neural network. It is a function that
exhibits a graceful balance between linear and nonlinear behaviour.
φ(v) =
1
1 + e−av
(3.38)
1(a) Signum function or hard limiter, (b) Threshold function, (c) Sigmoid function, (d) Piece-
wise Linear
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where v is the input to the sigmoid function and a is the slope of the sigmoid
function. For the steady convergence a proper choice of a is required.
Piecewise-Linear Function: This function is
φ(v) =

1, v ≥ +1/2
v,+1/2 > v > +1/2
0, v ≤ +1/2
(3.39)
where the amplification factor inside the linear region of operation is assumed
to be unity. This can be viewed as an approximation to a nonlinear amplifier.
3.9 MULTILAYER PERCEPTRON (MLP)
In the multilayer neural network or multilayer perceptron (MLP), the input
signal propagates through the network in a forward direction, on a layer-by-layer
basis. This network has been applied successfully to solve some difficult and diverse
problems by training in a supervised manner with a highly popular algorithm
known as the error back-propagation algorithm [47–50]. The scheme of MLP
using four layers is shown in Fig3.8. xi(n) represents the input to the network,
fj and fk represent the output of the two hidden layers and yl(n) represents the
output of the final layer of the neural network. The connecting weights between
the input to the first hidden layer, first to second hidden layer and the second
hidden layer to the output layers are represented wij,wjk and wkl by respectively.
If P1 is the number of neurons in the first layer, each element of the output
vector may be calculated as,
fj = ϕj
N∑
i=1
[wijxi(n) + αj], j = 1, 2, 3...P1 (3.40)
where αj is the threshold to the neurons at the first layer, N is the no. of inputs
and ϕ. is the nonlinear activation function. The time index n has been dropped
to make the equations simpler. Let P2 be the number of neurons in the second
layer. The output of this layer is represented as, fk and may be written as
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Figure 3.8: Structure of Multilayer perceptron (MLP)
fk = ϕk
P1∑
j=1
[wjkfj + αk], j = 1, 2, 3...P2 (3.41)
where, αk is the threshold to the neurons at the second layer. The output of
the final layer can be calculated as
yl(n) = ϕl
P2∑
k=1
[wklfk + αl], j = 1, 2, 3...P3 (3.42)
where, αl is the threshold to the neuron at the final layer and P3 is the no. of
neurons in the output layer. The output of the MLP may be expressed as
yl(n) = ϕn[
P2∑
k=1
wklϕk[
P1∑
j=1
wjkϕj[
N∑
i=1
wijxi(n) + αj] + αk] + αl] (3.43)
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Figure 3.9: Neural Network Training Using BP Algorithm
3.10 Back-propagation (BP) Algorithm
An MLP network with 2-3-2-1 neurons (2, 3, 2 and 1 denote the number of neuron
in the input layer, the first hidden layer, the second hidden layer and the output
layer respectively) with the back-propagation (BP) learning algorithm, is depicted
in Fig.3.9. The parameters of the neural network can be updated in both sequential
and batch mode of operation. In BP algorithm, initially the weights and the
thresholds are initialized as very small random values. The intermediate and the
final outputs of the MLP are calculated by using (3.40), (3.41), and (3.42).
The final output yl(n) at the output of neuron l , is compared with the desired
output d(n) and the resulting error signal el(n) is obtained as
el(n) = d(n)− yl(n) (3.44)
The instantaneous value of the total error energy is obtained by summing all
error signals over all neurons in the output layer, that is
ξ(n) =
1
2
P3∑
l=1
e2l (n) (3.45)
where P3 is the no. of neurons in the output layer.
This error signal is used to update the weights and thresholds of the hidden layers
as well as the output layer. The reflected error components at each of the hidden
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layers is computed using the errors of the last layer and the connecting weights
between the hidden and the last layer and error obtained at this stage is used to
update the weights between the input and the hidden layer. The thresholds are
also updated in a similar manner as that of the corresponding connecting weights.
The weights and the thresholds are updated in an iterative method until the error
signal becomes minimum. For measuring the degree of matching, the mean square
error (MSE) is taken as a performance measurement.
The updated weights are,
wkl(n+ 1) = wkl(n) + ∆wkl(n) (3.46)
wjk(n+ 1) = wjk(n) + ∆wjk(n) (3.47)
wij(n+ 1) = wij(n) + ∆wij(n) (3.48)
where, ∆wkl(n),∆wjk(n) and ∆wij(n) are the change in weights of the output,
hidden and input layer respectively. That is,
∆wkn(n) = −2µ dξ(n)
dwkl(n)
= 2µe(n)
dyl(n)
dwkl(n)
= 2µe(n)ϕ′l[
P2∑
k=1
wklfk + αl]fk (3.49)
Where, µ is the convergence coefficient (0≤µ≤1). Similarly the can be com-
puted .
The thresholds of each layer can be updated in a similar manner, that is
αl(n+ 1) = αl(n) + ∆αl(n) (3.50)
αk(n+ 1) = αk(n) + ∆αk(n) (3.51)
αj(n+ 1) = αj(n) + ∆αj(n) (3.52)
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where, ∆αl(n),∆αk(n) and ∆αj(n) are the change in thresholds of the output,
hidden and input layer respectively. The change in threshold is represented as,
∆αl(n) = −2µ dξ(n)
dαl(n)
= 2µe(n)
dyl(n)
dαl(n)
= 2µe(n)ϕ′l[
P2∑
k=1
wklfk + αl] (3.53)
3.11 SIMULATION RESULTS
In the above sections the LT equalizer and its structure was described followed by
its advantage and its training. The actual performance of equalizers was evalu-
ated by computer simulation. During the simulation Bit Error Rate (BER) was
used as the performance index. This section presents the BER performance of LT
equalizers for a variety of parameters. The BER Vs SNR at receiver input was
plotted for performance analysis.
Uniform random binary sequences of length 1000 were generated and transmit-
ted through the channel. The channels were affected the ISI and AWGN. Output
of the channel was fed to the equalizer and the detected samples at the equalizer
were compared with suitable transmitted sample for BER evaluation.
The results of two different linear and nonlinear channels are used. While train-
ing, the additive noises used in the channel are -30dB (low noise), -10dB (medium
noise) and 0dB (high noise) to test the performance of the three different algo-
rithms in different noise conditions. Finally the performance of the equalizers is
tested by plotting the Bit-error-rate (BER).
The following linear channel models are used [16]:
1. CH1: H(z) = 0.2014 + 0.9586z−1 + 0.2014z−2
NSR = -30 dB, NSR = -10 dB and NSR = 0 dB
2. CH2: H(z) = 0.3040 + 0.9029z−1 + 0.3040z−2
NSR = -30 dB, NSR = -10 dB and NSR = 0 dB
The following nonlinear channel models are used:
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1. NCH1: H(z) = 0.2014 + 0.9586z−1 + 0.2014z−2
b(k) = tanh[a(k)]
NSR = -30 dB, NSR = -10 dB and NSR = 0 dB
2. NCH1: H(z) = 0.3040 + 0.9029z−1 + 0.3040z−2
b(k) = a(k) + 0.2a2(k)− 0.1a3(k)
NSR = -30 dB, NSR = -10 dB and NSR = 0 dB
Where b(k) is the output of the nonlinear channel.
The desired signal is generated by delaying the input binary sequence by m samples
where m = N
2
or (N+1)
2
depending upon N is even or odd where N represents
the order of the channel. In the simulation study N = 8 has been taken. For
LMS algorithm, µ = 0.02 and for RLS algorithm delta = 5000. Further a 3-6-1
MLP architecture is chosen for simulation. The learning rate for neural network
architecture is 0.01.
The convergence characteristics of LMS, RLS and Back propagation algorithm
are obtained from simulation and is shown in Fig.3.10(a, b, c, d, e and f) and Fig.
3.11(a, b, c, d, e and f) for the linear channels and nonlinear channels respectively.
Similarly the bit error plot (BER) for linear and nonlinear channels are shown in
Fig. 3.12 (a, b, c, d, e and f) and Fig 3.13 (a, b, c, d, e and f) respectively. These
results are used for comparison.
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(a) CH1, SNR = 30dB (b) CH1, SNR = 10dB
(c) CH1, SNR = 0dB (d) CH2, SNR = 30dB
(e) CH2, SNR = 10dB (f) CH2, SNR = 0dB
Figure 3.10: Plot of convergence characteristics of different linear channels at
different noise conditions
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(a) NCH1, SNR = 30dB (b) NCH1, SNR = 10dB
(c) NCH1, SNR = 0dB (d) NCH2, SNR = 30dB
(e) NCH2, SNR = 10dB (f) NCH2, SNR = 0dB
Figure 3.11: Plot of convergence characteristics of different nonlinear channels at
different noise conditions
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(a) CH1, SNR = 30dB (b) CH1, SNR = 10dB
(c) CH1, SNR = 0dB (d) CH2, SNR = 30dB
(e) CH2, SNR = 10dB (f) CH2, SNR = 0dB
Figure 3.12: BER performance of LMS, RLS and MLP based equalizer for different
linear channels at different noise conditions
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(a) NCH1, SNR = 30dB (b) NCH1, SNR = 10dB
(c) NCH1, SNR = 0dB (d) NCH2, SNR = 30dB
(e) NCH2, SNR = 10dB (f) NCH2, SNR = 0dB
Figure 3.13: BER performance of LMS, RLS and MLP based equalizer for different
nonlinear channels at different noise conditions
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Table 3.1: Comparison of convergence rates of different algorithms
Algorithm Number of samples consumed
(To attain almost same MSE level)
RLS 20 - 30
MLP 200 - 300
LMS 500 - 1000
3.12 CONCLUSION
It is clear from the above section that RLS algorithm exhibits faster convergence
rate compared to its counterparts.
From BER plots it can be concluded that:-
1. In most of the cases MLP exhibits superior performance than LMS and RLS
algorithms.
2. RLS equalizer outperforms its counterparts under high noise conditions (when
SNR = 0 dB)
3. For nonlinear channels the performance of MLP equalizer is better than the
rest equalizer.
3.13 SUMMARY
This chapter introduced the concept of adaptive filtering. The different filter
structures like FIR and IIR are also dealt in this chapter. Several applications of
adaptive filters were also discussed within this chapter. It is seen that the channel
equalization falls under the category of inverse modelling.
Three gradient based training methods LMS, RLS and Back Propagation were
also explained in this chapter. The performances of adaptive equalizers with LMS,
RLS and Back propagation training are compared.
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Chapter 4
Genetic Algorithm and its
Variants for Optimization
Operations
4.1 Introduction
Gradient-descent training algorithms are the most common form of training
algorithms in signal processing today because they have a solid mathematical
foundation and have been proven over the last five decades to work in many
environments. However, Gradient-descent training has few limitations:
1. Derivative based algorithm so there are chances that the parameters may
fall to local minima during training if the cost function other than squared
error is taken into consideration.
2. Do not perform satisfactorily under high noise condition
3. In certain cases they do not perform satisfactorily if the order of the channel
increases
4. Do not perform satisfactorily for nonlinear channels
5. LMS algorithm at times exhibit slower convergence
6. Rather than converging to the optimal solution the LMS algorithm normally
rattles around it.
7. RLS algorithm suffers from instability problem
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These limitations can be removed by using evolutionary algorithms (derivative
free algorithms) such as Genetic algorithm, Particle swarm optimization etc.
Genetic Algorithms (GA) are based upon the process of natural selection and
does not require error gradient statistics. As a consequence, a GA is able to find a
global error minimum [51]. The acceptance of GA optimization across many fields
has been slow due to the lack of a mathematical derivation. Published results have,
however, demonstrated the advantage of the GA optimization and have aided in
changing this perception in many disciplines [52–57].
4.2 THE GENETIC ALGORITHM
GAs are stochastic search mechanisms that utilize a Darwinian criterion of pop-
ulation evolution. The GA has robustness that allows its structural functionality
to be applied to many different search problems [51, 58]. This effectively means
that once the search variables are encoded into a suitable format, the GA scheme
can be applied in many environments. The process of natural selection, described
by Darwin, is used to raise the effectiveness of a group of possible solutions to
meet an environmental optimum [59].
GAs have been applied to many applications that have previously used inef-
fective and unstable optimization techniques. The IIR filter is one such example.
The IIR error surface is known to be multimodal, gradient learning algorithms
become either unstable or stuck within a local minima [20]. These are the same
observations that have been made in gradient-based training of the MLP. ’Evolu-
tionary’ approaches have been applied to the adaptive IIR filter to overcome these
learning problems [20,60] and can be applied to the MLP equaliser [61, 62] .
4.2.1 GA Operations
The GA operates on the basis that a population of possible solutions, called
chromosomes, is used to assess the cost surface of the problem. The GA evolu-
tionary process can be thought of as solution breeding in that it creates a new
generation of solutions by crossing two chromosomes. The solution variables or
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Figure 4.1: A GA iteration cycle. From the population a pool of individuals is
randomly selected, some of these survive into the next iterations population. A
mating pool is randomly created and each individual is paired off. These pairs
undergo evolutionary operators to produce two new individuals that are added to
the new population.
genes that provide a positive contribution to the population will multiply and be
passed through each subsequent generation until an optimal combination is ob-
tained.
The population is updated after each learning cycle through three evolutionary
processes: selection, crossover and mutation. These create the new generation of
solution variables.
The selection function creates a mating pool of parent solution strings based
upon the ”survival of the fittest” criterion. From the mating pool the crossover
operator exchanges gene information. This essentially crosses the more productive
genes from within the solution population to create an improved, more productive,
generation. Mutation randomly alters selected genes, which helps prevent prema-
ture convergence by pulling the population into unexplored areas of the solution
surface and adds new gene information into the population1.
11 Chromosome - a single solution vector from the population. 2 Gene - a single variable
from a solution vector. 3 Population - a number of solution vectors.
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Figure 4.2: Representations of two single variable genes (a) 8-bit binary (b) real.
Figure 4.3: 3 A chromosome matrix of gene values gy,x. Ci is the ith solution
chromosome within the population. .
4.2.2 POPULATION VARIABLES
A chromosome1 consists of the problem variables, where these can be arranged
in a vector or a matrix. In the gene2 crossover process, corresponding genes are
crossed so that there is no inter-variable crossing and therefore each chromosome
uses the same fixed structure. An initial population3 that contains a diverse gene
pool offers a better picture of the cost surface where each chromosome within the
population is initialized independently by the same random process.
In the case of binary-genes each bit is generated randomly and the resulting
bit-words are decoded into their real value equivalent.
The binary number is used in the genetic search process and the real value
is used in the problem evaluation. This type of initialization results in a normally
distributed population of variables across a specific range.
A GA population, P, consists of a set of N chromosomes {Cj...CN} and N
fitness values {f1...fN}, where the fitness is some function of the error matrix.
P = [(c1, f1)(c2, f2)(c3, f3)...(cN , fN)] (4.1)
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The GA is an iterative update algorithm and each chromosome requires its
fitness to be evaluated individually. Therefore, N separate solutions need to be
assessed upon the same training set in each training iteration. This is a large eval-
uation overhead where population sizes can range between twenty and a hundred,
but the GA is seen to have learning rates that evens this overhead out over the
training convergence.
4.2.3 CHROMOSOME SELECTION
The selection process is used to weed out the weaker chromosomes from the
population so that the more productive genes may be used in the production of
the next generation. The chromosome finesses are used to rank the population
with each individual assigned it own fitness value, f
Ei(n) =
1
M
M∑
j=1
e2ji(n) (4.2)
The solution cost value Ei of the f chromosome in the population is calculated
from a training-block of M training signals (4.2) and from this cost an associated
fitness is assigned:
fi(n) =
1
(1 + Ei(n))
(4.3)
The fitness can be considered to be the inverse of the cost but the fitness
function in (4.3) is preferred for stability reasons, i.e.Ei(n) = 0.
When the fitness of each chromosome in the population has been evaluated,
two pools are generated, a survival pool and a mating pool. The chromosomes
from the mating pool will be used to create a new set of chromosomes through the
evolutional processes of natural selection and the survival pool allows a number
of chromosomes to pass onto the next generation. The chromosomes are selected
randomly for the two pools but biased towards the fittest. Each chromosome may
be chosen more than once and the fitter chromosomes are more likely to be chosen
so that they will have a greater influence in the new generation of solutions.
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Figure 4.4: Biased roulette-wheel that is used in the selection of the mating pool.
.
The selection procedure can be described using a biased roulette wheel with
the buckets of the wheel sized according to the individual fitness relative to the
population’s total fitness [51]. Consider an example population often chromosomes
that have the fitness assessment of f = 0.16, 0.16, 0.48, 0.08, 0.16, 0.24, 0.32,
0.08, 0.24, 0.16 and the sum of the finesses are used to normalize these values,
fmm = 2.08.
Fig4.4 shows a roulette wheel that has been split into ten segments and each
segment is in proportion to the population chromosomes relative fitness. The third
individual has the highest fitness and nearly accounts for a quarter of the total
fitness. The third segment therefore fills nearly a quarter of the roulette wheels
area. The random selector points to a chosen chromosome, which is then copied
into the mating pool because the third individual controls a greater proportion of
the wheel, it has a greater probability of being selected.
As a procedural routine, the roulette wheel selection process is described Fig4.4.
An individual is selected once the partial sum of fitness becomes greater than the
random selector, which will be a value between zero and the sum of fitness.
After the GA crossover and mutation operators update the selected mating pool
chromosomes, these supersede the old population and consequently the genes from
the unselected chromosomes are lost.
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Figure 4.5: Selection routine used to create the GA mating pool.. .
4.2.4 GENE CROSSOVER
The crossover operator exchanges gene information between two selected chro-
mosomes, (Cq, Cr), where this operation aims to improve the diversity of the solu-
tion vectors. The pair of chromosomes, taken from the mating pool, becomes the
parents of two offspring chromosomes for the new generation.
In the case of a binary crossover operation the least significant bits are ex-
changed between corresponding genes within the two parents. For each gene-
crossover a random position along the bit sequence is chosen and then all of the
bits right of the crossover point is exchanged. When using an eight-bit word
length there are nine positions the crossover selector can choose. In Fig4.6 the
fifth crossover position is randomly chosen, where the first position corresponds
to the left side with all the bits being exchanged and the ninth crossover position
corresponding to the right side with no bit exchange. The original values in this
example equated to 0.64 and 0.18 and the crossover produced two new values, 0.68
and 0.15.
Fig4.6shows a basic genetic crossover with the same crossover point chosen for
both offspring genes. At the start of the learning process the extent of crossing
over the whole population can be decided allowing the evolutionary process to ran-
domly select the individual genes. The probability of a gene crossing, P(crossing),
provides a percentage estimate of the genes that will be affected within each par-
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Figure 4.6: The basic genetic single point crossover (a) the original binary values
(b) the new binary values.
Figure 4.7: (a) Two chromosomes before crossover, (b) the chromosomes after
crossover. The new genes contain splices from its mating partner. .
ent. P (crossing) ≤ 1 allows all the gene values to be crossed and P(crossing)=0
leaves the parents unchanged, where a random gene selection value,w ∈ {1, 0} , is
governed by this probability of crossing.
The crossover does not have to be limited to this simple operation. The
crossover operator can be applied to each chromosome independently, taking dif-
ferent random crossing points in each gene. This operation would be more like
grafting parts of the original genes onto each other to create the new gene pair. All
of a chromosome’s genes are not altered within a single crossover. A probability
of gene-crossover is used to randomly select a percentage of the genes and those
genes that are not crossed remain the same as one of the parents.
Fig4.7 describes a chromosome crossover. Each gene in both chromosomes are
individually considered for crossover and those that are chosen are given a random
amount of the corresponding gene from the matched chromosome.
4.2.5 CHROMOSOME MUTATION
The last operator within the breeding process is mutation. Each chromosome is
considered for mutation with a probability that some of its genes will be mutated
after the crossover operation.
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Figure 4.8: Binary chromosome (a) before mutation with a selected bit, (b) after
the selected bit has been mutated.
A random number is generated for each gene, if this value is within the
specified mutation selection probability, P(mutation), the gene will be mutated.
The probability of mutation occurring tends to be low with around one percent of
the population genes being affected in a single generation. In the case of a binary
mutation operator, the state of the randomly selected gene-bits is changed, from
zero to one or vice-versa.
4.3 REAL CODED GENETIC ALGORITHM
(RCGA)
The GA crossover and mutation operators have been explained using a binary
representation in section 4.1. These processes are easier to understand in the
binary format, but the real number representation is more commonly used today.
Real number genes enable a variety of different forms of crossover and mutation
operators, where the binary genes are limited to the exchanging of bits [63,64].
4.3.1 CROSSOVER
A common form of real number crossover involves an averaging of the two
parent genes. The crossover used in this thesis is described in (4.4) and can be
summarized as updating the variables by a percentage of its mating partner’s
value:
gjq(k + 1) = g
j
q(k) + αV
j
qrε
j
qωpg
j
r(k + 1) = g
j
r(k) + αV
j
rqε
j
rωp (4.4)
where (gjq , g
j
r) are j
ththe genes from the parent chromosomes (Cq,Cr). The
amount of gene crossing is determined by a normal distributed random number,
and this is applied to the crossing vector, The crossing vector in (4.5)describes
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the difference between the two chromosome genes and will hold all of the gene
information that will be shared.
V qr = gr(k)− gq(k) (4.5)
The probability of a gene crossing, F ′(crossing), specifies the number of
genes to be affected within each parent and the random gene selection values in
the gene selection vector, {1, 0}, governs which genes are affected by the operation.
w =
1ifσ < P (crossing)0ifσ ≥ P (crossing) (4.6)
(4.6) describes the generation of the selection vector elements, ω, where σ is a
random number and σ∈R[0, 1] . The crossover range,α (0 < α < 1) is a scalar
value that specifies the evolutionary step size and is equivalent to the learning rate
in the LMS algorithm.
4.3.2 MUTATION
The real number mutation operator takes the selected genes and adds a random
value from within a specified mutation range:
gj(k + 1)′ = gj(k + 1) + β.φ (4.7)
where the jth gene, g(k+1), is selected and mutated by a random value β with in
the mutation range βφ ∈ R[−1, 1]. The mutation range is a difficult parameter to
assign correctly, it can simply be set to a specific value or be some function of the
population gene variance. In this thesis a specific value of fi is always assigned at
the start of the training.
4.4 PARAMETERS OF GA
4.4.1 CROSSOVER and MUTATION PROBABILITY
There are two basic parameters of GA - crossover probability and mutation
probability.
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Crossover probability: This parameter decides how often crossover will be
performed. If there is no crossover, offspring are exact copies of parents. If there is
crossover, offspring are made from parts of both parent’s chromosome. If crossover
probability is 100 % then all offspring are made by crossover. If it is 0 % , whole
new generation is made from exact copies of chromosomes from old population
(but this does not mean that the new generation is the same). Crossover is made
in hope that new chromosomes will contain good parts of old chromosomes and
therefore the new chromosomes will be better. However, it is good to leave some
part of old population survives to next generation.
Mutation probability: This parameter decides how often parts of chromo-
some will be mutated. If there is no mutation, offspring are generated immediately
after crossover (or directly copied) without any change. If mutation is performed,
one or more parts of a chromosome are changed. If mutation probability is 100 % ,
whole chromosome is changed, if it is 0 %, nothing is changed. Mutation generally
prevents the GA from falling into local extremes. Mutation should not occur very
often, because then GA will in fact change to random search.
4.4.2 OTHER PARAMETERS
There are also some other parameters of GA. One another particularly impor-
tant parameter is population size.
Population size: how many chromosomes are in population (in one gen-
eration). If there are too few chromosomes, GA has few possibilities to perform
crossover and only a small part of search space is explored. On the other hand,
if there are too many chromosomes, GA slows down. Research shows that after
some limit (which depends mainly on encoding and the problem) it is not useful
to use very large populations because it does not solve the problem faster than
moderate sized populations.
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Figure 4.9: Roulette Wheel Selection
4.5 SELECTION METHODS
4.5.1 INTRODUCTION
As we already know from the GA outline, chromosomes are selected from
the population to be parents for crossover. The problem is how to select these
chromosomes. According to Darwin’s theory of evolution the best ones survive to
create new offspring. There are many methods in selecting the best chromosomes.
Examples are roulette wheel selection, Boltzman selection, tournament selection,
rank selection, steady state selection and some others.
Some of them will be described in this chapter.
4.5.2 Roulette Wheel Selection
Parents are selected according to their fitness. The better the chromosomes
are, the more chances to be selected they have. Imagine a roulette wheel where
all the chromosomes in the population are placed. The size of the section in
the roulette wheel is proportional to the value of the fitness function of every
chromosome - the bigger the value is, the larger the section is. See the following
picture for an example.
A marble is thrown in the roulette wheel and the chromosome where it stops is
selected. Clearly, the chromosomes with bigger fitness value will be selected more
times. This process can be described by the following algorithm.
• [Sum] Calculate the sum of all chromosome fitness in population - sum S.
• [Select] Generate random number from the interval (0,S) - r.
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• [Loop] Go through the population and sum the fitness from 0 - sum s. When
the sum s is greater then r, stop and return the chromosome where you are.
Of course, the step 1 is performed only once for each population.
4.5.3 Steady-State Selection
This is not a particular method of selecting parents. The main idea of this type
of selecting to the new population is that a big part of chromosomes can survive
to next generation.
The stady-state selection GA works in the following way. In every generation
a few good (with higher fitness) chromosomes are selected for creating new off-
spring. Then some bad (with lower fitness) chromosomes are removed and the
new offspring is placed in their place. The rest of population survives to new
generation.
4.5.4 Rank Selection
The previous type of selection will have problems when they are big differences
between the fitness values. For example, if the best chromosome fitness is 90 % of
the sum of all fitness then the other chromosomes will have very few chances to
be selected. Rank selection ranks the population first and then every chromosome
receives fitness value determined by this ranking. The worst will have the fitness 1,
the second worst 2 etc. and the best will have fitness N (number of chromosomes
in population). we can see in following picture, how the situation changes after
changing fitness to the numbers determined by the ranking.
Now all the chromosomes have a chance to be selected. However this method
can lead to slower convergence, because the best chromosomes do not differ so
much from other ones.
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Figure 4.10: Situation before ranking (graph of fitness)
Figure 4.11: Situation after ranking (graph of order numbers)
4.5.5 Elitism
The idea of the elitism has been already introduced. When creating a new
population by crossover and mutation, we have a big chance, that we will loose
the best chromosome.
Elitism is the name of the method that first copies the best chromosome (or
few best chromosomes) to the new population. The rest of the population is
constructed in ways described above. Elitism can rapidly increase the performance
of GA, because it prevents a loss of the best found solution.
4.6 ADAPTIVE BINARY CODED
GENETIC ALGORITHM (AGA)
4.6.1 INTRODUCTION
The standard Genetic Algorithm (SGA) is slow i.e. it exhibits slower conver-
gence rate. In other words in practice, SGA takes more time to train the adaptive
filter. So to overcome this problem the fixed parameters of SGA are adapted
[65,66], there by accelerating the convergence rate of the algorithm.
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4.6.2 ADAPTABLE PARAMETERS
• Probability of Crossover (Pc)
• Probability of Mutation (Pm)
• Population Size (Number of Chromosomes)
• Number of input samples
The above mentioned parameters are adapted in AGA to speed up its searching
capabilities.
4.6.3 ADAPTIVE GENETIC ALGORITHM 1
(AGA1)
Here the Pc and Pm values are adapted according to some well defined rules:
MOTIVATIONS
It is essential to have two characteristics in GAs for optimizing multimodal
functions. The first characteristic is the capacity to converge to an optimum (local
or global) after locating the region containing the optimum. The second charac-
teristic is the capacity to explore new regions of the solution space in search of the
global optimum. The balance between these characteristics of the GA is dictated
by the values of Pm, and Pc and the type of crossover employed. Increasing values
of Pm and Pc promote exploration at the expense of exploitation. Moderately large
values of Pc (0.5-1.0) and small values of Pm (0.001-0.05) are commonly employed
in GA practice. In our approach, we aim at achieving this trade-off between ex-
ploration and exploitation in a different manner, by varying pm and pc adaptively
in response to the fitness values of the solutions; pc and pm are increased when
the population tends to get stuck at a local optimum and are decreased when the
population is scattered in the solution space.
DESIGN OF ADAPTIVE PC AND PM
To vary Pc and Pm adaptively, for preventing premature convergence of GA to a
local minimum it is essential to be able to identify whether the GA is converging to
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an optimum. One possible way of detecting convergence is to observe the average
fitness value fav of the population in relation to the maximum fitness value fmax of
the population. ( fmax- fav ) is likely to be less for a population that has converged
to an optimum solution than that for a population scattered in the solution space.
The difference between in the average and maximum fitness values, ( fmax- fav )
, is used as a yardstick for detecting the convergence of GA. The values of Pc and
Pm are varied depending on the value of ( fmax- fav ) . Since Pc and Pm have to
be increased when the GA converges to a local minimum, i.e. when ( fmax- fav )
decreases, Pc and Pm will have to be varied inversely with ( fmax- fav ). Thus the
expressions for Pc and Pm are:
Pc =
k1
(fmax − fav)
Pm =
k2
(fmax − fav)
(4.8)
It has to be observed in the above expressions that Pc and Pm do not
depend on the fitness value of any particular solution, and have the same values
for all the solutions of the population. Consequently, solutions with high fitness
values as well as solutions with low fitness values are subjected to the same levels
of mutation and crossover. When a population converges to a globally optimal
solution (or even a locally optimal solution), Pc and Pm increase and may cause
the disruption of the near-optimal solutions. The population may never converge
to the global optimum. Though we may prevent the GA from getting stuck at a
local optimum, the performance of the GA (in terms of the generations required
for convergence) will certainly deteriorate.
To overcome the above-stated problem, we need to preserve ’good’ solutions of
the population. This can be achieved by having lower values of Pc and Pm for
high fitness solutions and higher values of Pc and Pm for low fitness solutions.
While the high fitness solutions aid in the convergence of the GA, the low fitness
solutions prevent the GA from getting stuck at a local optimum. The value of Pm
should depend not only ( fmax- fav ) but also the fitness value f of the solution.
Similarly Pc should depend on the fitness values of both the parent solutions. The
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closer f is to fmax ,the smaller Pmshould be, i.e.. Pm should vary directly as (fmax
- f). Similarly, Pc should vary directly as (fmax - fp), where fp is the larger of the
fitness values of the solutions to be crossed. The expressions for Pc and Pm now
take the forms
Pc = k1
(fmax − fp)
fmax − fav ; k1≤1.0
Pm = k2
(fmax − f)
fmax − fav ; k2≤1.0
(4.9)
k1 and k2 have to be less than 1.0 to constrain Pc and Pm to the range 0.0-1.0.
Note that Pc and Pm are zero for the solution with the maximum fitness. Also
Pc = k1 for a solution with fp = fav and Pm = k2 for a solution with f = fav. For
solutions with sub average fitness values i.e., f < fav, Pc and Pm might assume
values larger than 1.0 . To prevent the overshooting of Pc and Pm beyond 1.0, we
also have the following constraints,
Pc = k3, fp≤fav
Pm = k4, f≤fav
(4.10)
Where k3 ≤ 1.0 and k4 ≤ 1.0.
DEFAULT MUTATION
From the previous section it is clear that for a solution with the maximum fitness
value Pc and Pm are both zero. The best solution in a population is transferred
undisrupted into the next generation. Together with the selection mechanism, this
may lead to an exponential growth of the solution in the population and may cause
premature convergence. To overcome the above stated problem, we introduce a
default mutation rate (of 0.005) for every solution in the AGA1.
CHOICE OF VALUES FOR K1, K2, K3 AND K4
The expressions for Pc and Pm are given as
Pc =
k1
(fmax−fp)
(fmax−fav) , fp≥fav
k3, fp<fav
(4.11)
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and
Pm =
k2
(fmax−f)
(fmax−fav) , f≥fav
k4, f<fav
(4.12)
Where k1, k2, k3 and k4 ≤ 1.0
It is known that moderately large values of Pc(0.5 < Pc < 1.0) and small
values of Pm(0.001 < Pm < 0.05) are essential for successful working of GAs. The
moderately large value of Pc promote the extensive recombination of schemata
where small values of Pm are necessary to prevent the disruption of the solutions.
These guidelines are however relevant and useful when the values of Pc and Pm
do not vary.
The main objective is to prevent the GA from getting stuck at a local optimum.
To meet this goal AGA1 employs solutions with sub average fitness to search the
search space for the region containing the global optimum. Such solutions need to
be completely disrupted k4 is assigned a value 0.5. Since solutions with a fitness
value of fav should also be disrupted completely k2 is also assigned a value 0.5 as
well.
Based on similar reasoning, k1 and k3 are set the value 1.0. This ensures that
all solutions with a fitness value less than or equal to fav compulsorily undergo
crossover. The probability of crossover decreases as the fitness value (maximum of
the fitness values of the parent populations) tends to fmax and is 0.0 for a solution
with fitness value equal to fmax.
4.6.4 ADAPTIVE GENETIC ALGORITHM 2 (AGA2)
MOTIVATIONS
In AGA1 two mutations are carried out in one generation to prevent the prema-
ture convergence which is the source of delay. In other words the default mutation
will consume some CPU time. According to AGA1, whether the fitness is more
or less than the average, we can calculate the corresponding crossover probability
and mutation probability. The closer the certain fitness to the optimum one, the
less it’s Pc and Pm is set. However, when they are equal to each other, Pc and
Pm turn to be zero. This will make the better individuals (they may not be the
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global optimum) stagnant at an early stage of evolution and drive the algorithm
to local optimal solution. In other words, it will lead to premature convergence.
DESIGN OF ADAPTIVE PC AND PM
The improved Pc and Pm can be expressed as follows:
Pc =
Pc1×(Pc1 − Pc2)×
fP−fav
fmax−fav , fp≥fav
Pc1, fp<fav
(4.13)
Pm =
Pm1×(Pm1 − Pm2)×
f−fav
fmax−fav , f≥fav
Pm1, f<fav
(4.14)
Where Pc1 = 0.9 , Pc2 = 0.6 , Pm1 = 0.1 and Pm2 = 0.001.
In this formula, the improvement guarantees the colony multiplicity and the
convergence. As shown in the formula above, both crossover probability and
mutation probability of the individual which has the maximum fitness are brought
up to Pc2 and Pm2.Corresponding, Pc and Pm of the better individuals increase at
the same time. It solves the drawbacks of AGA1 successfully.
4.6.5 ADAPTIVE GENETIC ALGORITHM 3 (AGA3)
MOTIVATIONS
In SGA the population size (number of chromosomes) is kept fixed. At the
start of the search process, the chromosomes are distributed randomly in the entire
search space and gradually all the chromosomes tend to move in the direction
of global optimum. Here instead of maintaining a constant population size (M)
through out the generations, we can adaptively vary the population size. Similarly
the number of input samples (n) can also be adaptively varied from generation to
generation.
DESIGN OF ADAPTIVE POPULATION SIZE AND NUMBER OF
INPUT SAMPLES
Initially (at generation = 1), the search process can be started with a large
number of chromosomes to fill the entire search space. But as the number of
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generations will increase, the chromosomes will gradually move towards the global
optimum. In other words the search space gradually shrinks. So the number of
potential solutions (chromosomes) can also be decreased proportionately. Here,
the difference between the maximum (fmax) and average (fav) fitness value (if
the objective is to maximize the fitness function) of a particular generation is
considered as a yardstick to solve the problem. For the similar reasons the number
of input samples can be adapted judiciously. The adaptive equations can be
expressed as follows:
M = k1×(fmax − fav) + T1
n = k2×(fmax − fav) + T2
(4.15)
Where M and n represents the number of chromosomes and the number of
input samples respectively of any particular generation. Again T1 and T2 represent
the threshold values of M and n respectively.
The threshold values come in to picture because finally when all the chromo-
somes will attain the global optimum, fmax = fav , so M = 0 and n = 0. In order to
prevent this, the threshold values are added which will resolve the above problem.
4.7 SUMMARY
In this chapter GA is introduced and extensively explained. It has been stated
that the GA can be applied to both unimodal and multimodal search surfaces for
optimization where in the later case gradient descent algorithms face difficulties.
The GA operators such as Selection, Crossover and Mutation are also intro-
duced. Crossover and mutation with binary as well as real numbers are discussed.
The different parameters and selection procedures are also discussed.
The binary representation meets with difficulties when dealing with continuous
search spaces with large dimensions and a great numerical precision is required.
Since binary substrings representing each parameter with the desired precision
are concatenated to form a chromosome for the GAs, the resulting chromosome
encoding a large number of design variables would result in a huge string length.
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Hence the Real coded GA was also introduced and the real crossover and real
mutation were also explained.
Finally the fixed parameters of the SGA are adapted to gear up the search pro-
cess. The adaptive probability of crossover, probability of mutation, population
size and the number of input samples are also explained in this chapter.
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Chapter 5
Application of GA based
algorithms for channel
equalization
5.1 Introduction
High speed data transmission over communication channels distorts the trans-
mitted signals in both amplitude and phase due to presence of Inter Symbol Inter-
ference (ISI). Other impairments like thermal noise, impulse noise and cross talk
also cause further distortions to the received symbols. Adaptive equalization of
the digital channels at the receiver removes/reduces the effects of such ISIs and
attempts to recover the transmitted symbols. Basically an equalizer is a filter
which is placed in cascade with the transmitter and receiver with the aim to have
an inverse transfer function of that of the channel in order to augment accuracy
of reception. These issues are more elaborately discussed in the Chapter-2 and 3.
The Least-Mean-Square (LMS), Recursive-Least-Square (RLS) and Multilayer
perceptron (MLP) based equalizers aim to minimize the ISI present in the chan-
nels particularly for nonlinear channels. However they suffer from long training
time and undesirable local minima during training. Again the disadvantages or
drawbacks of these derivative based algorithms have been discussed in Chapter-4.
In the present chapter we propose a new adaptive channel equalizer using Ge-
netic Algorithm (GA) optimization technique which is essentially a derivative free
optimization tool. This algorithm has been suitably used to update the weights
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of the equalizer. The performance of the proposed equalizer has been evaluated
and has been compared with its LMS based counter part.
However being a population based algorithm, the standard Genetic Algorithm
(SGA) suffers from slower convergence rate. Hence the parameters of SGA are
updated to improve the convergence rate without sacrificing the accuracy of re-
ception. Further the Real-coded-GA (RCGA) is preferred to Binary-coded-GA
(BGA) due to several reasons and these issues are discussed more elaborately
later in this chapter.
5.2 STEPWISE REPRESENTATION OF GA
BASED CHANNEL EQUALIZATION
ALGORITHM:
The updating of the weights of the GA based equalizer is carried out using GA
rule as outlined in the following steps:
1. The structure of the equalizer is a FIR system whose coefficients are initially
chosen from a population of M chromosomes. Each chromosome constitutes
NL number of random binary bits, each sequential group of L-bits represent
one coefficient of the adaptive model, where N is the number of parameters
of the model.
2. Generate K (500) number of input signal samples which are random binary
in nature.
3. Each of the input samples is passed through the channel and then contam-
inated with the additive noise of known strength. The resultant signal is
passed through the equalizer. In this way K numbers of desired signals are
produced by feeding all the K input samples.
4. Each of the input sample is delayed which acts as desired signal.
5. Each of the desired output is compared with corresponding channel output
and K errors are produced. The mean square error (MSE) for a given group
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of parameters (corresponding to nth chromosome) is determined by using
the relation MSE(n) =
∑K
i=1
e2k
K
.This is repeated for N times.
6. Since the objective is to minimize MSE (n), n=1 to N, the GA based opti-
mization is used.
7. The crossover, mutation and selection operator are sequentially carried out
following the steps as given in Chapter-4.
8. In each generation the minimum MSE(MMSE) (expressed in dB) is stored
which shows the learning behavior of the adaptive model from generation to
generation.
9. When the MMSE has reached a pre-specified level the optimization is stoped.
10. At this step all the chromosomes attend almost identical genes, which rep-
resent the desired filter coefficients of the equalizer.
5.3 COMPARISON BETWEEN LMS and GA
BASED EQUALIZER:
5.3.1 COMPUTER SIMULATIONS:
In this section we carry out the simulation study of new channel equalizer. The
coefficients of the equalizer are updated using both GA and LMS algorithm. The
results of two different linear and nonlinear channels are used. While training, the
additive noises used in the channel are -30dB (low noise), -10dB (medium noise)
and 0dB (high noise) to test the performance of the three different algorithms in
different noise conditions. Finally the performance of the equalizers is compared
by plotting the Bit-error-rate (BER) graphs.
The following standard linear channels are used in the simulation study :
1. CH1: H(z) = 0.2600 + 0.9300z−1 + 0.2600z−2
NSR = -30 dB, NSR = -10 dB and NSR = 0 dB
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2. CH2: H(z) = 0.3410 + 0.8760z−1 + 0.3410z−2
NSR = -30 dB, NSR = -10 dB and NSR = 0 dB
In addition the following nonlinear channels are also used in the simulation.
1. CH1: H(z) = 0.2600 + 0.9300z−1 + 0.2600z−2
NSR = -30 dB, NSR = -10 dB and NSR = 0 dB
2. CH2: H(z) = 0.3410 + 0.8760z−1 + 0.3410z−2
NSR = -30 dB, NSR = -10 dB and NSR = 0 dB
Where b (k) is the output of the nonlinear channel
The desired signal is generated by delaying the input binary sequence by m
samples where or depending upon N is even or odd where N represents the order of
the channel. In the simulation study N = 8 has been taken. For LMS algorithm,
mu = 0.02. For binary coded GA (BGA), population size (M) = 40, total number
of bits used to represent each chromosome = 120 (i.e. 15 bits per variable),
Rmin = −2, Rmax = 2(where Rmin and Rmax represents the range or boundary
values), Pc(Probability of crossover) = 0.9 and Pm( Probability of mutation)
= 0.03. Again tournament selection is preferred which is followed by two-point
crossover.
The convergence characteristics of BGA and LMS is obtained from simulation
and is shown in Fig.5.1(a, b, c and d) and Fig. 5.2(a, b, c and d) for the linear
channels and nonlinear channels respectively. Similarly the bit error plot (BER)
of LMS and BGA equalizers for linear and nonlinear channels are shown in Fig.
5.3 (a, b, c, d, e and f) and Fig 5.4 (a, b, c, d, e and f) respectively. These results
are used for performance comparison.
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(a) CH1, LMS algorithm
(b) CH1, Genetic algorithm (c) CH2, LMS algorithm
(d) CH2, Genetic algorithm
Figure 5.1: Plot of convergence characteristics of various algorithms for different
linear channels at 30dB, 10dB and 0dB
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(a) NCH1, LMS algorithm (b) NCH1, Genetic algorithm
(c) NCH2, LMS algorithm (d) NCH2, Genetic algorithm
Figure 5.2: Plot of convergence characteristics of various algorithms for different
nonlinear channels at 30dB, 10dB and 0dB
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(a) CH1, SNR=30dB (b) CH1, SNR=10dB
(c) CH1, SNR=0dB (d) CH2, SNR=30dB
(e) CH2, SNR=10dB (f) CH2, SNR=0dB
Figure 5.3: BER performance of LMS and GA based equalizer for different linear
channels at different noise conditions
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5.3 COMPARISON BETWEEN LMS and GA BASED EQUALIZER:
(a) NCH1, SNR = 30dB (b) NCH1, SNR = 10dB
(c) NCH1, SNR = 0dB (d) NCH2, SNR = 30dB
(e) NCH2, SNR = 10dB (f) NCH2, SNR = 0dB
Figure 5.4: BER performance of LMS and GA based equalizer for different non-
linear channels at different noise conditions
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Table 5.1: Comparison of CPU Time
Algorithm used in equalization Approximate
CPU Time (in seconds)
LMS 1 - 1.5
SGA 20 - 23
* CPU times are measured under similar conditions
5.3.2 CONCLUSION:
Thus it can be concluded from the results that
For Linear channels:
1. For less noisy conditions, the LMS and GA equalizer perform almost simi-
larly
2. Under high noise conditions, the GA equalizer outperforms its LMS coun-
terpart.
For Nonlinear channels
For both low and high noise conditions, the performance of GA equalizer is
better than the LMS equalizer.
5.3.3 COMPARISON OF CONVERGENCE SPEED:
It is clear from the Table5.1that the convergence speed of LMS algorithm is better
than the GA i.e. is to achieve the convergence, the LMS algorithm consumes less
time than the GA based approach.
Hence it is concluded that the SGA is slow but it exhibits superior bit-error-rate
performance.
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5.4 COMPARISON BETWEEN GA and AGA
BASED EQUALIZER:
The basic GA is slow in training i.e. it exhibits slower convergence; it takes more
time to train the equalizer parameters. So in this chapter various parameters of
the GA are adapted to accelerate the convergence speed of the SGA.
5.4.1 COMPUTER SIMULATIONS:
In this section we carry out the simulation study of proposed channel equalizers.
The coefficients of the equalizer are updated using GA and AGA algorithms. The
results of four different linear and nonlinear channels are used. While training,
a white uniform noise of strength 30dB is added to test the performance of the
three different AGA based equalizers. Finally the performance of the equalizers is
tested by plotting the Bit-error-rate (BER) graphs.
The following linear channel models are used:
1. CH1: H(z) = 0.2014 + 0.9586z−1 + 0.2014z−2
NSR = -30 dB, NSR = -10 dB and NSR = 0 dB
2. CH2: H(z) = 0.2600 + 0.9300z−1 + 0.2600z−2
NSR = -30 dB, NSR = -10 dB and NSR = 0 dB
3. CH3: H(z) = 0.3040 + 0.9029z−1 + 0.3040z−2
NSR = -30 dB, NSR = -10 dB and NSR = 0 dB
4. CH4: H(z) = 0.3410 + 0.8760z−1 + 0.3410z−2
NSR = -30 dB, NSR = -10 dB and NSR = 0 dB
The following nonlinear channel models are used:
1. NCH1: H(z) = 0.2014 + 0.9586z−1 + 0.2014z−2
b(k) = a(k) + 0.2a2(k)− 0.1a3(k)
NSR = -30 dB, NSR = -10 dB and NSR = 0 dB
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2. NCH2: H(z) = 0.2600 + 0.9300z−1 + 0.2600z−2
b(k) = tanh[a(k)]
NSR = -30 dB, NSR = -10 dB and NSR = 0 dB
3. NCH3: H(z) = 0.3040 + 0.9029z−1 + 0.3040z−2
b(k) = a(k) + 0.2a(k) +−0.1a3(k)
NSR = -30 dB, NSR = -10 dB and NSR = 0 dB
4. NCH4: H(z) = 0.3410 + 0.8760z−1 + 0.3410z−2
b(k) = tanh[a(k)]
NSR = -30 dB, NSR = -10 dB and NSR = 0 dB
Where b (k) is the output of the nonlinear channel. For binary coded GA (BGA),
population size (M) = 40, total number of bits used to represent each chromosome
= 120 (that is 15 bits per variable), Rmin = −2, Rmax = 2 (where Rmin and Rmax
represents the range or boundary values), Pc(Probability of crossover) = 0.9 and
Pm( Probability of mutation) = 0.03. Again tournament selection is preferred
which is followed by two point crossover.
The bit error plot (BER) of BGA and three different AGA equalizers for linear
and nonlinear channels are shown in Fig.5.5 (a, b, c and d) and Fig5.6(a, b, c and
d) respectively. These results are used for comparison of performance.
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(a) CH1
(b) CH2 (c) CH3
(d) CH4
Figure 5.5: Comparison of BER of various linear channels between GA and its
varieties at SNR=20dB
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5.4 COMPARISON BETWEEN GA and AGA BASED EQUALIZER:
(a) NCH1
(b) NCH2 (c) NCH3
(d) NCH4
Figure 5.6: Comparison of BER of various nonlinear channels between GA and
its varieties at SNR=20dB
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Table 5.2: Comparison of CPU Time
Algorithms used in training the equalizer Approximate CPU Time (in seconds)
SGA 20 - 23
AGA1 10.5 - 11.5
AGA2 8.5 - 9.5
AGA3 4 - 5
* CPU times are measured under similar conditions
5.4.2 CONCLUSION:
From BER plots it is clear that, for most of the linear and nonlinear channels, the
performance of AGA3 is better than SGA where as the performance of AGA1 and
AGA2 slightly deteriorates than of the SGA.
5.4.3 COMPARISON OF CONVERGENCE SPEED:
From the present study it is concluded that, the performance of AGA3 is better
than that of the SGA in terms of BER and convergence rate where as the AGA1
and AGA2 based approach exhibits faster convergence at the cost of accuracy of
reception .
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5.5 COMPARISON BETWEEN the LMS and
RCGA BASED EQUALIZERS:
The Real-Coded Genetic Algorithm (RCGA) is preferred to Binary-Coded Genetic
Algorithm (SGA) because:-
1. Binary representation meets difficulties when dealing with continuous search
spaces with high dimensions and when great precision is needed.
2. In RCGA, a chromosome is coded as a finite-length string of the real num-
bers corresponding to the design variables. Thus the coding - decoding of
chromosome is eliminated.
3. The real-coded GAs are robust, accurate, and efficient because the floating
point representation is conceptually closest to the real design space.
4. Range issues are eliminated.
Further the details of RCGA s explained in Chapter-4.
5.5.1 COMPUTER SIMULATIONS:
In this section we carry out the simulation study of new channel equalizer. The
coefficients of the equalizer are updated using RCGA and LMS algorithm. The
results of four different nonlinear channels are used. While training, the additive
noises used in the channel are -30dB (low noise), -10dB (medium noise) and 0dB
(high noise) to test the performance of the three different algorithms in different
noise conditions. Finally the performance of the equalizers is tested by plotting
the Bit-error-rate (BER).
The following nonlinear channel models are used:
1. NCH1: H(z) = 0.2014 + 0.9586z−1 + 0.2014z−2
b(k) = a(k) + 0.2a2(k)− 0.1a3(k) + 0.5cos(Π(k))
NSR = −30dB
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2. NCH2: H(z) = 0.2600 + 0.9300z−1 + 0.2600z−2
b(k) = tanh[a(k)]
NSR = -10 dB,
3. NCH3: H(z) = 0.3040 + 0.9029z−1 + 0.3040z−2
b(k) = a(k) + 0.2a(k) +−0.1a3(k)
NSR = -30dB
4. NCH4: H(z) = 0.3410 + 0.8760z−1 + 0.3410z−2
b(k) = tanh[a(k)]
NSR = -20 dB
Where b (k) is the output of the nonlinear channel.
The desired signal is generated by delaying the input binary sequence by m
samples where or depending upon N is even or odd where N represents the order of
the channel. In the simulation study N = 8 has been taken. For LMS algorithm,
mu = 0.02. For Real coded GA (RCGA), population size (M) = 60, Pc (Probability
of crossover) = 0.8, Pm (Probability of mutation) = 0.1, α (range of crossover)
= 0.8 and β (range of mutation) = 0.9. Again tournament selection scheme is
preferred and total number of generations = 70.
The convergence characteristics of RCGA and LMS is obtained from simulation
and is shown in Fig.5.7(a, b, c and d) and Fig. 5.8(a, b, c and d). Similarly the bit
error plot (BER) of LMS and RCGA equalizers for nonlinear channels are shown
in Fig. 5.9 (a, b, c and d). These results are used for comparison.
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(a) NCH1, SNR=30dB
(b) NCH2, SNR=10dB
(c) NCH3, SNR=30dB
(d) NCH4, SNR=20dB
Figure 5.7: Plot of convergence characteristics of various nonlinear channels at
different noise conditions using LMS algorithm
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5.5 COMPARISON BETWEEN the LMS and RCGA BASED EQUALIZERS:
(a) NCH1, SNR=30dB
(b) NCH2, SNR=10dB
(c) NCH3, SNR=30dB
(d) NCH4, SNR=20dB
Figure 5.8: Plot of convergence characteristics of various nonlinear channels at
different noise conditions using RCGA
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5.5 COMPARISON BETWEEN the LMS and RCGA BASED EQUALIZERS:
(a) NCH1, SNR=30dB
(b) NCH2, SNR=10dB
(c) NCH3, SNR=30dB
(d) NCH4, SNR=20dB
Figure 5.9: Comparison of BER of various Nonlinear channels between LMS and
RCGA based equalizer at different noise conditions
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Table 5.3: Comparison of CPU Time
Algorithms used in training the equalizer Approximate CPU Time (in seconds)
LMS 1 - 1.5
SGA 20 - 23
RCGA 17
* CPU Times are measured under similar conditions.
5.5.2 CONCLUSION:
From the BER plots it is evident that the RCGA equalizer outperforms the LMS
equalizer under different noisy environments.
5.5.3 COMPARISON OF CONVERGENCE SPEED:
From Table 5.3 it is concluded that, RCGA exhibits faster convergence than SGA
without sacrificing the accuracy of reception.
Hence RCGA can be used as a better substitute to SGA.
5.6 SUMMARY
Most of the drawbacks of derivative based algorithm which are highlighted in
Chapter-4 are alleviated by the derivative free Optimization tool, such as the GA.
Since GA is a population based random search mechanism it consumes more time
than its counterparts i.e. it provides slower convergence rate. Hence to gear up
the convergence speed, different adaptive procedures are followed which in turn
decreases the CPU time without sacrificing the accuracy of reception. Finally the
RCGA equalizer is developed and its performance is studied and compared .
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Chapter 6
PSO Algorithm and its
application to channel
equalization
6.1 Introduction
Natural creatures sometimes behave as a swarm. One of the main streams of ar-
tificial life researches is to examine how natural creatures behave as a swarm and
reconfigure the swarm models inside a computer. Reynolds developed boid as a
swarm model with simple rules and generated complicated swarm behavior by CG
animation [67].
From the beginning of 90’s, new optimization technique researches using anal-
ogy of swarm behavior of natural creatures have been started. Dorigo developed
ant colony optimization (ACO) mainly based on the social insect, especially ant,
metaphor [68]. Each individual exchanges information through pheromone im-
plicitly in ACO. Eberhart and Kennedy developed particle swarm optimization
(PSO) based on the analogy of swarm of bird and fish school [69]. Each individ-
ual exchanges previous experiences in PSO. These researches are called ”Swarm
Intelligence” [70, 71]. This chapter describes mainly about PSO as one of swarm
intelligence techniques.
PSO has been expanded to handle combinatorial optimization problems and
both discrete and continuous variables as well. Efficient treatment of mixed-integer
nonlinear optimization problems (MINLP) is one of the most difficult problems
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in optimization field. Moreover, unlike other EC techniques, PSO can be real-
ized with only small program. Namely PSO can handle MINLP with only small
program. This feature of PSO is one of the advantages compared with other
optimization techniques.
6.2 MOTIVATION:
Other evolutionary computation (EC) techniques such as genetic algorithm (GA)
also utilize some search points in the solution space. While GA is a random search
process, PSO is a more deterministic search algorithm. Again unlike GA, PSO
utilizes the past history or each other’s experience to solve a problem. So it is
expected that being more organized PSO will consume less CPU time than its
counterpart maintaining the same performance.
6.3 Basic particle swarm optimization
6.3.1 Background of particle swarm optimization
Natural creatures sometimes behave as a swarm. One of the main streams of
artificial life researches is to examine how natural creatures behave as a swarm and
reconfigure the swarm models inside a computer. Swarm behavior can be modelled
with a few simple rules. School of fishes and swarm of birds can be modelled
with such simple models. Namely, even if the behavior rules of each individual
(agent) are simple, the behavior of the swarm can be complicated. Reynolds
called this kind of agent as boid and generated complicated swarm behavior by
CG animation [67]. He utilized the following three vectors as simple rules.
1. to step away from the nearest agent
2. to go toward the destination
3. to go to the center of the swarm
Namely, behavior of each agent inside the swarm can be modelled with simple
vectors. This characteristic is one of the basic concepts of PSO.
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Boyd and Richerson examine the decision process of human being and developed
the concept of individual learning and cultural transmission [72]. According to
their examination, people utilize two important kinds of information in decision
process. The first one is their own experience; that is, they have tried the choices
and know which state has been better so far, and they know how good it was. The
second one is other people’s experiences; that is, they have knowledge of how the
other agents around them have performed. Namely, they know which choices their
neighbors have found are most positive so far and how positive the best pattern of
choices was. Namely each agent decides his decision using his own experiences and
other peoples’ experiences. This characteristic is another basic concept of PSO.
6.3.2 Basic method
According to the background of PSO and simulation of swarm of bird, Kennedy
and Eberhart developed a PSO concept. Namely, PSO is basically developed
through simulation of bird flocking in two-dimension space. The position of each
agent is represented by XY axis position and also the velocity is expressed by vx
(the velocity of X axis) and vy (the velocity of Y axis). Modification of the agent
position is realized by the position and velocity information.
Bird flocking optimizes a certain objective function. Each agent knows its best
value so far (pbest) and its XY position. This information is analogy of personal
experiences of each agent. Moreover, each agent knows the best value so far in the
group (gbest) among pbests. This information is analogy of knowledge of how the
other agents around them have performed. Namely, each agent tries to modify its
position using the following information:
1. the current positions (x, y)
2. the current velocities (vx, vy)
3. to go to the center of the swarm
4. the distance between the current position and pbest
5. the distance between the current position and gbest
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This modification can be represented by the concept of velocity. Velocity of
each agent can be modified by the following equation:
V
(k+1)
i = wV
k
i + c1rand1×(pbesti − ski ) + c2rand2×(gbesti − ski ) (6.1)
Where V ki : velocity of agent i at iteration k,
w : weighting function,
cj : weighting factor,
rand : random number between 0 and 1,
ski : current position of agent i at iteration k,
pbesti : pbest of agent i,
gbest : gbest of the group.
The following weighting function is usually utilized in (6.1):
w = wmax
(wmax − wmin)
itermax
×iter (6.2)
Where wmax : initial weight,
wmin : final weight,
itermax : maximum iteration number,
iter : current iteration number.
Using the above equation, a certain velocity, which gradually gets close to pbest
and gbest can be calculated. The current position (searching point in the solution
space) can be modified by the following equation:
S
(k+1)
i = S
k
i +V
k+1
i (6.3)
Fig.6.1shows a concept of modification of a searching point by PSO and Fig.6.2
shows a searching concept with agents in a solution space. Each agent changes its
current position using the integration of vectors as shown in Fig.6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Concept of modification of a searching point by PSO
Figure 6.2: Searching concept with agents in solution space by PSO
The general flow chart of PSO can be described as follows:
1. Step. 1 Generation of initial condition of each agent
Initial search points (si0) and velocities (vi0) of each agent are usually gen-
erated randomly within the allowable range. The current searching point is
set to pbest for each agent. The best-evaluated value of pbest is set to gbest
and the agent number with the best value is stored.
2. Step. 2 Evaluation of searching point of each agent
The objective function value is calculated for each agent. If the value is
better than the current pbest of the agent, the pbest value is replaced by
the current value. If the best value of pbest is better than the current gbest,
gbest is replaced by the best value and the agent number with the best value
is stored.
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Figure 6.3: General flow chart of PSO
3. Step. 3 Modification of each searching point
The current searching point of each agent is changed using (6.1)(6.2)(6.3).
4. Step. 4 Checking the exit condition
The current iteration number reaches the predetermined maximum iteration
number, then exit. Otherwise, go to step 2.
Fig.6.3 shows the general flow chart of PSO. The features of the searching
procedure of PSO can be summarized as follows:
1. As shown in (6.1)(6.2)(6.3), PSO can essentially handle continuous optimiza-
tion problem.
2. PSO utilizes several searching points like genetic algorithm and the searching
points gradually get close to the optimal point using their pbest and the
gbest.
3. The first term of the right-hand side (RHS) of (6.1) is corresponding to di-
versification in the search procedure. The second and third terms of that
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are corresponding to intensification in the search procedure. Namely, the
method has a well-balanced mechanism to utilize diversification and inten-
sification in the search procedure efficiently.
4. The above concept is explained using only XY-axis (two-dimension space).
However, the method can be easily applied to n-dimension problem. Namely,
PSO can handle continuous optimization problems with continuous state
variables in a n-dimension solution space.
The above feature (3) can be explained as follows [73]. The RHS of (6.1)
consists of three terms. The first term is the previous velocity of the agent. The
second and third terms are utilized to change the velocity of the agent. Without
the second and third terms, the agent will keep on ”flying” in the same direction
until it hits the boundary. i.e., it tries to explore new areas and, therefore, the
first term is corresponding to diversification in the search procedure. On the other
hand, without the first term, the velocity of the ”flying” agent is only determined
by using its current position and its best positions in history, the agents will try to
converge to their pbests and/or gbest and, therefore, the terms are corresponding
to intensification in the search procedure. The basic PSO has been applied to
a learning problem of neural networks and Schaffer f6, the famous benchmark
function for GA, and efficiency of the method has been confirmed [69].
6.4 Variations of particle swarm optimization
6.4.1 Discrete PSO
The original PSO described in section - (6.3.2) is basically developed for contin-
uous optimization problems. However, lots of practical engineering problems are
formulated as combinatorial optimization problems. Kennedy and Eberhart de-
veloped a discrete binary version of PSO for the problems [74]. They proposed a
model wherein the probability of an agent’s deciding yes or no, true or false, or
making some other decisions, is a function of personal ans social factors as follows:
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P (S
(k+1)
i = 1) = f(S
k
i , V
k
i , pbesti, gbest) (6.4)
The parameter v, an agent’s predisposition to make one or the other choice,
will determine a probability threshold. If v is higher, the agent is more likely to
choose 1, and lower values favor the 0 choice. Such a threshold requires staying
in the range [0,1]. One of the functions accomplishing this feature is sigmoid
function, which usually utilized with neural networks.
sig(V ki ) =
1
1 + exp(−V ki )
(6.5)
The agent’s disposition should be adjusted for success of the agent and the
group. In order to accomplish this, a formula for each V ki that will be some function
of the difference between the agent’s current position and the best positions found
so far by itself and by the group. Namely, like the basic continuous version, the
formula for binary version of PSO can be described as follows:
V k+1i = V
k
i + rand×(pbesti − ski ) + rand×(gbest− ski ) (6.6)
p
(k+1)
i < sig(V
k+1
i ) then s
k+1
i = 1 : else s
k+1
i = 0 (6.7)
where rand : a positive random number drawn from a uniform distribution
with a predefined upper limit.
pk+1i : a vector of random numbers of [0.0 , 1.0]
In the binary version, the limit of rand is often set so that the two rand limits
sum to 4.0. These formulas are iterated repeatedly over each dimension of each
agent. The second and third term of RHS of (6.6) can be weighted like the basic
continuous version of PSO. vik can be limited so that sig(vki ) does not approach
too closely to 0.0 or 1.0. This ensures that there is always some chance of a bit
flipping. A constant parameter Vmax can be set at the start of a trial. In practice,
Vmax is often set in [-4.0, +4.0]. The entire algorithm of the binary version of
PSO is almost the same as that of the basic continuous version except the above
decision equations.
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6.4.2 PSO for Mixed-Integer Nonlinear Optimization Prob-
lem(MINLP)
Lots of engineering problems have to handle both discrete and continuous vari-
ables using nonlinear objective functions. Kennedy and Eberhart discussed about
integration of binary and continuous version of PSO [71]. Fukuyama, et al., pre-
sented a PSO for MINLP by modifying the continuous version of PSO [75]. The
method can be briefly described as follows:
Discrete variables can be handled in (6.1) and (6.3) with little modification.
Discrete numbers instead of continuous numbers can be used to express the cur-
rent position and velocity. Namely, discrete random number is used for rand in
(6.1) and the whole calculation of RHS of (6.1) is discretized to the existing dis-
crete number. Using this modification for discrete numbers, both continuous and
discrete number can be handled in the algorithm with no inconsistency. In [75], the
PSO for MINLP was successfully applied to a reactive power and voltage control
problem with promising results.
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Figure 6.4: A general flow chart of HPSO
6.4.3 Hybrid PSO (HPSO)
HPSO utilizes the basic mechanism of PSO and the natural selection mechanism,
which is usually utilized by EC methods such as GAs. Since search procedure
by PSO deeply depends on pbest and gbest, the searching area may be limited
by pbest and gbest. On the contrary, by introduction of the natural selection
mechanism, effect of pbest and gbest is gradually vanished by the selection and
broader area search can be realized. Agent positions with low evaluation values are
replaced by those with high evaluation values using the selection. The exchange
rate at the selection is added as a new optimization parameter of PSO. On the
contrary, pbest information of each agent is maintained. Therefore, both intensive
search in a current effective area and dependence on the past high evaluation
position are realized at the same time. Fig. 6.4 shows a general flow chart of
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Figure 6.5: . Concept of searching process by HPSO
HPSO. Fig. 6.5 shows concept of step. 2, 3, and 4 of the general flow chart.
6.4.4 Lbest model
Eberhart and Kennedy called the above-mentioned basic method as ”gbest model”.
They also developed ”lbest model” [71]. In the model, agents have information
only of their own and their nearest array neighbor’ bests (lbests), rather than that
of the entire group. Namely, in (6.1), gbest is replaced by lbests in the model.
6.5 Parameter selections and constriction factor
approach
6.5.1 Parameter selection
PSO has several explicit parameters whose values can be adjusted to produce
variations in the way the algorithm searches the solution space. The parameters
in (6.1)(6.2) are as follows:
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cj : weighting factor,
Wmax : initial weight of the weight function,
Wmin : final weight of the weight function.
Shi and Eberhart tried to examine the parameter selection of the above pa-
rameters [76, 77]. According to their examination, the following parameters are
appropriate and the values do not depend on problems:
cj = 2.0, Wmax = 0.9 , Wmin = 0.4
6.5.2 Constriction factor
The basic system equation of PSO (6.1), (6.2) and (6.3) can be considered as
a kind of difference equations. Therefore, the system dynamics, namely, search
procedure, can be analyzed by the eigen value analysis. The constriction factor
approach utilizes the eigen value analysis and controls the system behavior so that
the system behavior has the following features [78]:
1. The system does not diverge in a real value region and finally can converge,
2. The system can search different regions efficiently.
The velocity of the constriction factor approach (simplest constriction) can be
expressed as follows instead of (6.1) and (6.2):
V k+1i = k[V
k
i + c1×rand×(pbesti − ski ) + c2×rand×(gbest− ski )] (6.8)
K =
2
|2−ϕ−√ϕ2 − 4ϕ| (6.9)
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6.6.1 STEPWISE REPESENTATION OF PSO BASED
CHANNEL EQUALIZATION ALGORITHM:
The updating of weights of the PSO based equalizer is carried out as outlined in
the following steps:
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1. The structure of the equalizer is a FIR system whose coefficients are initially
chosen from a population of M particles (birds). Each particle constitutes p
number of parameters and each parameter represents one coefficient of the
equalizer.
2. Generate K(K≥500) number of input signal samples which are random bi-
nary in nature.
3. Each of the input samples is passed through the channel and then contami-
nated with additive noise of known strength. The resultant signal is passed
trough the equalizer. In this way K numbers of estimated samples are pro-
duced by feeding all the K input samples.
4. Each of the input samples is passed through the channel and then contami-
nated with additive noise of known strength. The resultant signal is passed
trough the equalizer. In this way K numbers of estimated samples are pro-
duced by feeding all the K input samples.
5. Each of the input sample is delayed which acts as desired signal.
6. Each of the desired output is compared with the corresponding channel
output and K errors are produced. The mean square error (MSE) for a
given group of parameters (corresponding to nth particle) is determined by
using the relation.
MSE(n) =
∑K
i=1e
2
i
K
. This is repeated for M times.
7. Since the objective is to minimize MSE (n), n = 1 to M the PSO based
optimization is used.
8. The velocity and position of each bird is updated using equation (6.1) and
(6.3) as given in section-6.2.2.
9. In each iteration the minimum MSE, MMSE (l) (expressed in dB) is stored
which shows the learning behavior of adaptive model from iteration to iter-
ation.
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10. When the MMSE (l) has reached the pre-specified level the optimization is
stopped.
11. At this step all the particles attend almost identical position, which repre-
sents the desired filter coefficients of the equalizer.
6.6.2 COMPUTER SIMULATIONS:
In this section we carry out the simulation study of new channel equalizer. The
coefficients of the equalizer are updated using GA, PSO and LMS algorithm. The
results of two different linear and nonlinear channels are used. While training, the
additive noises used in the channel are -30dB (low noise), -10dB (medium noise)
and 0dB (high noise) to test the performance of the three different algorithms in
different noise conditions. Finally the performance of the equalizers is tested by
plotting the Bit-error-rate (BER).
The following linear channel models are used:
1. CH1: H (z) = 0.2600 + 0.9300z−1 + 0.2600z−2
NSR = -30 dB, NSR = -10 dB and NSR = 0 dB
2. CH2: H (z) = 0.3410 + 0.8760z−1 + 0.3410z−2
NSR = -30 dB, NSR = -10 dB and NSR = 0 dB
The following nonlinear channel models are used:
1. NCH1: H (z) = 0.2600 + 0.9300z−1 + 0.2600z−2
b(k) = tanh[a(k)]
NSR = -30 dB, NSR = -10 dB and NSR = 0 dB
2. NCH1: H (z) = 0.2600 + 0.9300z−1 + 0.2600z−2
b(k) = a(k) + 0.2a2(k)− 0.1a3(k) + 0.5cos(Πa(k))
NSR = -30 dB, NSR = -10 dB and NSR = 0 dB
Where b(k) is the output of the nonlinear channel.
The desired signal is generated by delaying the input binary sequence by m samples
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where m = N
2
or N+1
2
depending upon N is even or odd where N represents the
order of the channel. In the simulation study N = 8 has been taken. For LMS
algorithm, mu = 0.02. For PSO, M (swarm size) = 120, c1 = c2 = 0.7, w =
0.5 and total number of iterations = 40. Similarly for binary coded GA (BGA),
population size (M) = 40, total number of bits used to represent each chromosome
= 120 (i.e. 15 bits per variable), Rmin = -2, Rmax = 2 (where Rmin and Rmax
represents the range or boundary values), Pc(Probability of crossover) = 0.9 and
Pm( Probability of mutation) = 0.03. Again tournament selection is preferred
which is followed by two point crossover.
The convergence characteristics of BGA and PSO is obtained from simulation
and is shown in Fig.6.6(a, b, c, d, e and f) and Fig. 6.7(a, b, c, d, e and f) for the
linear channels and nonlinear channels respectively. Similarly the bit error plot
(BER) of LMS, BGA and PSO equalizers for linear and nonlinear channels are
shown in Fig. 6.8 (a, b, c, d, e and f) and Fig 6.9 (a, b, c, d, e and f) respectively.
These results are used for comparison.
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(a) CH1, SNR= 30dB (b) CH1, SNR= 10dB
(c) CH1, SNR= 0dB (d) CH2, SNR= 30dB
(e) CH2, SNR= 10dB (f) CH2, SNR= 0dB
Figure 6.6: Comparison of convergence characteristics of various linear channels
between PSO and SGA based equalizer at different noise conditions
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(a) NCH1, SNR= 30dB (b) NCH1, SNR= 10dB
(c) NCH1, SNR= 0dB (d) NCH2, SNR= 30dB
(e) NCH2, SNR= 10dB (f) NCH2, SNR= 0dB
Figure 6.7: Comparison of convergence characteristics of various nonlinear chan-
nels between PSO and SGA based equalizer at different noise conditions
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(a) CH1, SNR=30dB (b) CH1, SNR=10dB
(c) CH1, SNR=0dB (d) CH2, SNR=30dB
(e) CH2, SNR=10dB (f) CH2, SNR=0dB
Figure 6.8: Comparison of BER of various linear channels between LMS, SGA
and PSO based equalizer different noise conditions
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(a) NCH1, SNR=30dB (b) NCH1, SNR=10dB
(c) NCH1, SNR=0dB (d) NCH2, SNR=30dB
(e) NCH2, SNR=10dB (f) NCH2, SNR=0dB
Figure 6.9: Comparison of BER of various nonlinear channels between LMS, SGA
and PSO based equalizer different noise conditions
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Table 6.1: Comparison of CPU Time
Algorithm used in equalization Approximate CPU Time (in seconds)
LMS 1 - 1.5
SGA 20 - 23
PSO 5 - 6
* CPU Times are measured under similar conditions.
6.7 CONCLUSION
it can be concluded from the above section that:-
1. For linear channels, the performance of PSO equalizer is better than SGA
and LMS equalizers in terms of BER plot. Again PSO exhibits faster con-
vergence than SGA.
2. For nonlinear channels, PSO equalizer outperforms LMS equalizer in terms
of BER plot but it performance slightly degrades from SGA equalizer under
high noise condition. But PSO exhibits faster convergence than SGA.
6.7.1 COMPARISON OF CONVERGENCE SPEED
It is clear from the Table6.1 that PSO exhibits faster convergence than SGA
although it is slower than LMS algorithm.
6.8 SUMMARY
This chapter introduced the concept that how swarm intelligence can be used to
solve an optimization problem. The basic principles are discussed and the different
variations of PSO are also dealt with this chapter. It is also discussed how channel
equalization can be treated as a squared error optimization technique.
The performance of the PSO equalizer is compared with that of SGA and LMS
based equalizer and it is concluded that PSO equalizer outperforms SGA equalizer
in terms of the convergence speed although its BER performance slightly degrades
under high noise condition for nonlinear channels.
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Chapter 7
Efficient adaptive identification
structures using GA based
pruning
7.1 Introduction
System identification is a pre-requisite to analysis of a dynamic system and design
of an appropriate controller for improving its performance. The more accurate the
mathematical model identified for a system, the more effective will be the con-
troller designed for it. In many identification processes, however, the obtainable
model using available techniques is generally crude and approximate.
In conventional identification methods, a model structure is selected and the
parameters of that model are calculated by optimizing an objective function. The
methods typically used for optimization of the objective function are based on
gradient descent techniques. On-line system identification used to date are based
on recursive implementation of off-line methods such as least squares, maximum
likeli-hood or instrumental variable. Those recursive schemes are in essence local
search techniques. They go from one point in the search point to another at every
sampling instant, as a new input-output pair becomes available. This process usu-
ally requires a large set of input/output data from the system which is not always
available. In addition the obtained parameters may be locally optimal.
Gradient-descent training algorithms are the most common form of training
algorithms in signal processing today because they have a solid mathematical
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foundation and have been proven over the last five decades to work in many en-
vironments. Gradient-descent training, however leads to suboptimal performance
under nonlinear conditions. Genetic Algorithm (GA) [79] has been widely used
in many applications to produce a global optimal solution. This approach is a
probabilistically guided optimization process which simulates the genetic evolu-
tion. The algorithm cannot be trapped in local minima as it employs a random
mutation procedure. In contrast to classical optimization algorithm, genetic algo-
rithms are not guided in their search process by local derivatives. Through coding
the variables population with stronger fitness are identified and maintained while
population with weaker fitness are removed. This process ensures that better off-
springs are produced from their parents. This search process is stable and robust
and can identify global optimal parameters of a system. The underlying principles
of GA’s were first published by Holland in [80].GA has been used in many diverse
areas such as function optimization [81],image processing [82], the traveling sales-
man problem [83,84] and system identification [84–87].
In this thesis GA is used for simultaneously pruning and weight updation.
While constructing an artificial neural network [88,89] the designer is often faced
with the problem of choosing a network of the right size for the task to be carried
out. The advantage of using a reduced neural network is less costly and faster
in operation. However, a much reduced network cannot solve the required prob-
lem while a fully ANN may lead to accurate solution. Choosing an appropriate
ANN architecture of a learning task is then an important issue in training neural
networks. Giles and Omlin [90] have applied the pruning strategy for recurrent
networks. Markel has employed [91] the pruning technique to FFT algorithm.
He has eliminated those operations which do not contribute to estimate output.
Jearanaitanakij and Pinngern [92] have analyzed on the minimum number of hid-
den units that is required to recognize English capital letters using ANN. Thus
to achieve the cost and speed advantage, appropriate pruning of ANN structure
is required. In this chapter we have considered an adequately expanded FLANN
model for the identification of nonlinear plant and then used Genetic Algorithm
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(GA) to train the filter weights as well to obtain the pruned input paths based on
their contributions. Procedure for simultaneous pruning and training of weights
have been carried out in subsequent sections to obtain a low complexity reduced
structure.
7.2 PRUNING USING GA:
In this Section a new algorithm for simultaneous training and pruning of weights
using binary coded genetic algorithm (BGA) is proposed. Such a choice has led
to effective pruning of branch and updating of weights. The pruning strategy
is based on the idea of successive elimination of less productive paths (functional
expansions) and elimination of weights from the FLANN architecture. As a result,
many branches (functional expansions) are pruned and the overall architecture of
the FLANN based model is reduced which in turn reduces the corresponding
computational cost associated with the proposed model without sacrificing the
performance. Various steps involved in this algorithm are dealt in this section.
1. Step 1- Initialization in GA:
A population of M chromosomes is selected in GA in which each chromo-
some constitutes (TE+1)L number of random binary bits where the first L
number of bits are called Pruning bits (P) and the remaining bits represent
the weights associated with various branches (functional expansions) of the
FLANN model. Again (T - 1) represents the order the filter and E represents
the number of expansions specified for each input to the filter. Thus each
chromosome can be schematically represented as shown in the Fig. 4.6.
A pruning bit (p) from the set P indicates the presence or absence of
expansion branch which ultimately signifies the usefulness of a feature ex-
tracted from the time series. In other words a binary 1 will indicate that the
corresponding branch contributes and thus establishes a physical connection
where as a 0-bit indicates that the effect of that path is insignificant and
hence can be neglected. The remaining (T.E.L) bits represent the (T.E)
weight values of the model each containing L bits.
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Figure 7.1: FLANN based identification model showing updating weights and
pruning path
2. Step 2-Generation of input training data:
K(≥ 500) number of signal samples is generated. In the present case two
different types of signals are generated to identify the static and feed forward
dynamic plants.
(a) To identify a feed forward dynamic plant, a zero mean signal which is
uniformly distributed between ±0.5 is generated.
(b) To identify a static system, a uniformly distributed signal is generated
within ±1. Each of the input samples are passed through the unknown
plant (static and feed forward dynamic plant) and K such outputs are
obtained. The plant output is then added with the measurement noise
(white uniform noise) of known strength, there by producing k number
of desired signals. Thus the training data are produced to train the
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Figure 7.2: Bit allocation scheme for pruning and weight updating
network.
3. Step 3-Decoding:
Each chromosome in GA constitutes random binary bits. So these chromo-
somes need to be converted to decimal values lying between some ranges to
compute the fitness function. The equation that converts the binary coded
chromosome in to real numbers is given by
RV = Rmin +
Rmax −Rmin
2L − 1 ×DV (7.1)
WhereRmin, Rmax, RV andDV represent the minimum range, maximum range,
decimal and decoded value of an L bit coding scheme representation. The
first L number of bits is not decoded since they represent pruning bits.
4. Step 4- To compute the estimated output:
At nth instant the estimated output of the neuron can be computed as
y(n) =
T∑
i=1
E∑
j=1
φij(n)×wmij (n)×Pmij (n) + bm(n) (7.2)
Where ϕij(n) represents jth expansion of the ith signal sample at the n
th in-
stant. Wmij (n) and P
m
ij (n) represent the j
th expansion weight and jth pruning
weight of the ith signal sample for mth chromosome at kth instant. Again
bm(n) corresponds to the bias value fed to the neuron for mth chromosome
at nth instant.
5. Step 5- Calculation of cost function:
Each of the desired output is compared with corresponding estimated output
and K errors are produced. The Mean-square-error (MSE) corresponding to
mth chromosome is determined by using the relation:
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MSE(m) =
K∑
k=1
e2k
K
(7.3)
This is repeated for M times (that is for all the possible solutions).
6. Step 6- Operations of GA:
Here the GA is used to minimize the MSE. The crossover, mutation and se-
lection operators are carried out sequentially to select the best M individuals
which will be treated as parents in the next generation.
7. Step 7- Stopping Criteria:
The training procedure will be ceased when the MSE settles to a desirable
level. At this moment all the chromosomes attain the same genes. Then
each gene in the chromosome represents an estimated weight.
7.3 SIMULATION RESULTS:
Extensive simulation studies are carried out with several examples from static as
well as feed forward dynamic systems. The performance of the proposed Pruned
FLANN model is compared with that of basic FLANN structure.
1. Static Systems
Here different nonlinear static systems are chosen to examine the approxima-
tion capabilities of the basic FLANN and proposed Pruned FLANN models.
In all the simulation studies reported in this Section a single layer FLANN
structure having one input node and one neuron is considered. Each input
pattern is expanded using trigonometric polynomials i.e. by using cos(nΠu)
and sin(nΠu) , for n = 0,1,2,6. In addition a bias is also fed to the output.
In the simulation work the data used are K = 500, M = 40, N = 15, L = 30,
probability of crossover = 0.7 and probability of mutation = 0.1. Besides
that the Rmax and Rmin values are judiciously chosen to attain satisfactory
results. Three nonlinear static plants considered for this study are as follows:
(a) Example-1: f1(u) = u
3 + 0.3u2 − 0.4u
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(b) Example-2: f2(u) = 0.6sin(Πu) + 0.3sin(3Πu) + 0.1sin(5Πu)
(c) Example-3: f3(u) =
4u3−1.2u2+1.2
0.4u5+0.8u4−1.2u3+0.2u2−3
At any nth instant, the output of the ANN model y (n) and the output of
the system d (n) is compared to produce error e(n) which is then utilized
to update the weights of the model. The LMS algorithm is used to adapt
the weights of basic FLANN model where as a proposed GA based algo-
rithm is employed for simultaneous adaptation of weights and pruning of
the branches. The basic FLANN model is trained for 30000 iterations where
as the pruned FLANN model is trained for only 60 generations. Finally the
weights of the ANN are stored for testing purpose. The responses of both
the networks are compared during testing operation and shown in Figs.7.3
(a), (b), (c). The comparison of computational complexity between FLANN
and pruned FLANN is given in Table7.1 .
Table 7.1: Comaprison of Computational Complexities between a basic FLANN
and Pruned FLANN model
Number of operations Number of weights
Additions Multiplication
Treatment FLANN Pruned FLANN FLANN Pruned FLANN FLANN Pruned FLANN
Ex-1 14 3 14 3 15 4
Ex-2 14 2 14 3 15 3
Ex-3 14 5 14 5 15 6
2. Dynamic Systems
In the following the simulation studies of nonlinear dynamic feed forward sys-
tems has been carried out with the help of several examples. In each example,
one particular model of the unknown system is considered. In this simula-
tion a single layer FLANN structure having one input node and one neuron
is considered. Each input pattern is expanded using the direct input as well
as the trigonometric polynomials that is by using u, sin(nΠu)andcos(nΠu)
, for n = 1. In this case the bias is removed. In the simulation work we have
considered K = 500, M = 40, N = 9, L = 20, probability of crossover = 0.7
and probability of mutation = 0.03. Besides that the Rmax and Rmin values
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are judiciously chosen to attain satisfactory results. The three nonlinear
dynamic feed forward plants considered for this study are as follows:
(a) Example-4: Parameter of the linear system of the plant [ 0.2600 ,
0.9300 , 0.2600 ]
Nonlinearity associated with the plant yn(k) = yk + 0.2y
2
k − 0.1y3k
(b) Example-5: Parameter of the linear system of the plant [0.3040 ,
0.9029 , 0.3040 ]
Nonlinearity associated with the plant yn(k) = tanh(yk)
(c) Example-5: Parameter of the linear system of the plant [0.3410 ,
0.8760 , 0.3410]
Nonlinearity associated with the plant yn(k) = yk − 0.9y3k
The basic FLANN model is trained for 2000 iterations where as the proposed
FLANN is trained for only 60 generations. While training, a white uniform noise of
strength -30dB is added to actual system response to assess the performance of two
different models under noisy condition. Then the weights of the ANN are stored
for testing. Finally the testing of the networks model is undertaken by presenting
a zero mean white random signal to the identified model. Performance comparison
between the FLANN and pruned FLANN structure in terms of estimated output
of the unknown plant has been carried out. The responses of both the networks
are compared during testing operation and shown in Fig.7.4 (a), (b), (c). The
comparison of computational complexity between FLANN and pruned FLANN is
given in Table.7.2.
Table 7.2: Comaprison of Computational Complexities between a basic FLANN
and Pruned FLANN model
Number of operations Number of weights
Additions Multiplication
Treatment FLANN Pruned FLANN FLANN Pruned FLANN FLANN Pruned FLANN
Ex-1 8 3 9 4 9 4
Ex-2 8 2 9 3 9 3
Ex-3 8 2 9 3 9 3
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(a) Ex.1
(b) Ex.2 (c) Ex.3
Figure 7.3: Output plots for various static systems
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(a) Ex.4
(b) Ex.5 (c) Ex.6
Figure 7.4: Output plots for various dynamic systems
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7.3.1 SUMMARY
Simultaneous weight updating and pruning of FLANN identification models using
GA is presented. The pruning strategy is based on idea of successive elimina-
tion of less productive path. For each weight a separate pruning bit reserved in
this process. Computer simulation studies on static and dynamic nonlinear plants
demonstrate that there is more than 50 % active paths are pruned keeping re-
sponse matching almost identical with those obtained from conventional FLANN
identification models.
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The derivative based algorithms such as Least-Mean-Square (LMS) algorithm,
Recursive-Least-Square (RLS) algorithm and Back-propagation (BP) algorithms
are associated with local minima problem when these are used to train the weights
of the equalizers. Use of these algorithms in the design of adaptive equalizers at
times fails to provide satisfactory performance. To alleviate these limitations, the
thesis purposes varieties of derivative free optimization techniques such as Genetic
Algorithm (Binary coded Genetic Algorithm (BGA), Adaptive Genetic Algorithm
(AGA) and Real coded Genetic Algorithm (RCGA)), Particle Swarm Optimiza-
tion (PSO). These are suitably applied to train the weights of channel equalizers.
The performance of these equalizers is evaluated in terms of speed of convergence,
computational time and bit-error-rate (BER) and is compared with its LMS based
counter part. It is observed that the new set of adaptive equalizers offer improved
performance so far as the accuracy of reception is concerned. The results of simu-
lation also reveal that in terms of training time, these equalizers may be arranged
as the AGA, PSO, RCGA and BGA based equalizers.
Being a population based algorithm, the standard Genetic Algorithm (SGA)
suffers from slower convergence rate. To minimize the training time three different
adaptive GAs (AGAs) are proposed in the thesis and their convergence times have
been compared. It is observed that keeping the bit-error-rate (BER) performance
same, the AGA equalizer requires less training time (4-5s) as compared to the
training time of SGA (20-23s). The thesis also investigates on the new equalizers
using RCGA to resolve coding-decoding and boundary limit issues. The perfor-
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mance of RCGA based equalizer is evaluated and compared with the LMS and
BGA equalizers. It is observed that the RCGA based approach requires less train-
ing time (17s) as compared to the training time required by of the BGA (20-23s).
The Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is studied and used in training the
equalizer weights. Unlike GA, PSO utilizes its past memory and share each other’s
experience to reach at the global optimum. The performance of the PSO equalizer
is obtained and compared with that of the SGA and LMS based equalizers. It is
found that retaining the same BER performance, the PSO based method takes
much lesser training time (5-6s) as compared to the training time offered by the
SGA equalizer (20-23s).
Finally the BGA is employed as a pruning algorithm to find the optimal archi-
tecture of a Functional Link Artificial Neural Network (FLANN) to solve system
identification problem. It is observed that about 50% of the total signal paths can
be pruned keeping the performance of the pruned structure identical to that of
the original FLANN structure.
In summery, the present thesis has proposed a novel approach of employing the
GA and PSO optimization tools for training the weights of the adaptive channel
equalizer. The results obtained through simulation study are observed and com-
pared with other standard methods. It is demonstrated that the new adaptive
GA equalizers outperform the conventional GA based equalizers in terms of per-
formance and training time. Further through simulation study It is shown that the
GA approach is a good candidate for pruning the structure of FLANN. Keeping
the performance intact, it is observed that about 50% pruning of the structure is
possible.
The scope of future work is outlined below:
1. The PSO algorithm used in the thesis is not adaptive in nature. The equal-
ization problem can be solved using various adaptive PSO algorithms. The
performance obtained can be compared with those obtained from other stan-
dard methods.
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2. The convergence analysis of various algorithms is not included in the present
work. This problem can also be worked out in future.
3. The real coded GA (RCGA) reduces number of operation (binary to decimal
conversion and vice-versa). The RCGA can also be made adaptive and then
may be applied in channel equalizers. This will not only enhance the speed
of operation but also it will improve the performance. This problem can also
be tried.
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